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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a reinforcing
bar binding machine configured to detachably mount a
wire reel thereto, to feed out a wire pulled out from the
mounted wire reel around reinforcing bars from a guide
part provided at a tip portion of a binding machine main
body so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars into a loop shape, and to twist the wire to thus bind
the reinforcing bars.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A reinforcing bar binding machine is configured
to insert two intersecting reinforcing bars in a curved
guide part provided at a tip portion of a binding machine
main body, to feed a wire from a wire reel mounted to
the binding machine main body by a wire feeding device,
to curl and feed out the wire at the guide part, and to wind
the wire around the two reinforcing bars into a loop shape.
Also, the reinforcing bar binding machine is configured
to cut (shear) an end side of the wire by a wire cutting
mechanism after winding the wire around the two rein-
forcing bars, to pick up and rotate one end of the wire
loop by a pair of twisting hooks of a wire twisting device
to thus twist the wire, and to tightly bind the reinforcing
bars (refer to Patent Documents 1 and 2).
[0003] For the wire cutting mechanism, a slide cutter
and a rotary cutter are mainly used. The slide cutter has
a fixed blade having a wire penetration hole formed to-
wards a wire feeding direction, and a movable blade con-
figured to sliding-contact the fixed blade and to cut the
wire, and includes a sliding type and a swinging type of
the movable blade. The rotary cutter includes two types,
i.e., an inner moveable blade type and an outer moveable
blade type. The inner moveable blade type has a move-
able blade having a wire penetration hole formed in a
wire feeding direction and a fixed blade configured to
rotatably accommodate the moveable blade, and is con-
figured so that when the moveable blade is rotated, a
wire entry opening-side of the wire penetration hole slides
to the fixed blade and cuts (shears) the wire. The outer
moveable blade type has a fixed blade having a wire
penetration hole formed in the wire feeding direction and
a moveable blade provided to be rotatable around the
fixed blade, and is configured so that when the moveable
blade is rotated, the moveable blade slides to a wire exit
opening-side of the wire penetration hole of the fixed
blade and cuts (shears) the wire.

[Patent Document 1] JP-Y-2552384
[Patent Document 2] JP-B-5309947

[0004] CN 102 441 625 A discloses a reinforcing bar
binding machine comprising a guiding part, a cutting part,
a curl guide and some guide members.

[0005] Document EP 2 196 600 A2 discloses all the
features of the preamble of claim 1.

SUMMARY

[0006] While the invention is defined in the independ-
ent claim, further aspects of the invention are set forth in
the dependent claims, the drawings and the following
description.
[0007] When binding the reinforcing bars, the reinforc-
ing bar binding machine performs operations of inserting
the two intersecting reinforcing bars into the guide part
provided at the tip portion of the binding machine main
body, winding the wire around the two reinforcing bars
to form a wire loop, cutting an end side of the wire, picking
up and rotating one end of the wire loop by the pair of
twisting hooks of the wire twisting device to twist the wire
and to tightly bind the reinforcing bars, and detaching the
guide part from the two reinforcing bars in the guide part
after the wire binding. Since the wire is wound and twisted
two times or three times around the reinforcing bars, the
wire of the loop shape appropriate to the binding of the
reinforcing bar binding machine should be preferably
maintained even after the cutting. However, since the
wire is cut immediately after the winding, both ends of
the wire loop become at a free state and the loop shape
is released, so that the appropriate loop shape may not
be maintained. The wire is curled by the guide part, so
that the wire loop is formed. However, the wire is metallic
and thus has a restoring force. Therefore, when an end
portion is cut and the both ends become at a free state,
the restoring force acts in a direction of increasing a curl
diameter (in an outer diameter direction), so that an outer
diameter of the curl diameter increases, only the curl part
wound last is unwound, and the like. Thereby, the appro-
priate loop shape may not be maintained. When the re-
inforcing bar binding machine cannot maintain the ap-
propriate wire loop, as described above, a binding defect
may be caused.
[0008] A number of rotations of the pair of twisting
hooks set in the reinforcing bar binding machine is set in
conformity to the appropriate curl diameter. Therefore,
the number of twisting times is insufficient for the cut wire
loop of which the outer diameter of the curl diameter is
increased, so that a binding defect of imperfectly binding
the reinforcing bars is caused. Also, twisting torque of
the pair of twisting hooks set in the reinforcing bar binding
machine is set in conformity to the defined number of
winding times. Therefore, when only the curl part wound
last is unwound, the pair of twisting hooks twists the wire
loop with a number of winding times (for example, two
times) smaller than the defined number of winding times
(for example, three times), so that the wire loop may be
twisted and cut. Although the wire loop is not cut, the curl
part wound last, which has been unwound from the twist-
ed part, protrudes in a whisker shape, so that the binding
form of the wire is damaged and a bad influence is caused
in the concrete (which will be described later).
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[0009] Also, even when the wire is wound and then
cut, the wire loop may be maintained in the appropriate
loop shape. When the pair of twisting hooks of the rein-
forcing bar binding machine once twists and binds the
one end of the wire loop with the defined number of wind-
ing times (for example, two times), an appropriate binding
shape is obtained in which a twisted part wound two times
of which both ends are uniformly wound is formed and
both ends intersect at a position opposite to the twisted
part. However, since both ends of the wire loop are at a
free state, when one end of the wire loop is twisted and
bound, a part of the wire at a cut end portion (hereinafter,
referred to as termination portion)-side of the cut and
separated wire is swung around with the variation upon
the twisting and cannot be thus uniformly wound to the
twisted part, so that the appropriate binding shape may
not be obtained. Also, a twisted part wound one time,
rather than the twisted part wound two times, is formed,
so that it may be twisted and cut with the twisting torque
of the pair of twisting hooks due to the insufficient
strength. Even though the twisted part is not cut, it is not
possible to secure the binding force of the twisted part
wound two times, which is originally intended, with the
twisted part wound one time. Therefore, the two reinforc-
ing bars bound and fixed may be loosened, so that the
binding should be again performed.
[0010] The reinforcing bar binding machine is config-
ured to twist the wire and to bind the reinforcing bars after
cutting the wire. Therefore, while twisting the wire, a start
end portion and a cut termination portion of the wire
wound around the reinforcing bars are at a free state, as
described above. The start end portion and termination
portion (both end portions) of the wire are positioned at
a substantially opposite side distant from the part that is
twisted by the twisting hooks, and may protrude in a lat-
eral direction of the wire loop due to an influence upon
the twisting. In this case, after the twisting of the wire is
over, when pulling out the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine so as to detach the guide part from the reinforcing
bars, any one or both of the start end portion and termi-
nation portion of the wire at the free state are hooked at
the guide part and the like and are bent and moved to-
wards the twisted part of the reinforcing bar. Also, the
end portion of the wire is escaped to the twisted part-side
and is separated from the reinforcing bars, so that an
outward appearance may be deteriorated. Further, when
the concrete is poured at this state, the end portion of
the wire may protrude from a concrete surface. When
the end portion of the wire is exposed from the concrete
surface, the rainwater is introduced into an inside through
a gap between the wire and the concrete and causes a
crack. Therefore, for the reinforcing bar binding machine,
a holding device is required with which the end portion
is held and the appropriate loop shape is maintained even
after the wire is cut, the cut end portion is wound around
the twisted part during the binding and does not damage
the appropriate binding shape and the end portion of the
wire can be smoothly pulled out from the guide part when

pulling out the guide part from the bound reinforcing bars.
[0011] Also, according to the reinforcing bar binding
machine of the related art, when the wire cutting mech-
anism cuts the wire, the moveable blade slides relative
to the fixed blade to cut the wire. However, since the wire
is supported with a cantilever of the fixed blade, the wire
is bent in a cutting direction of the moveable blade upon
the cutting, so that the wire may not be cut. Also, the wire
is bent and sandwiched between the moveable blade
and the fixed blade, so that the problems such as the
damages of the moveable blade and fixed blade are
caused in the wire cutting mechanism.
[0012] Also, according to the reinforcing bar binding
machine of the related art, as described above, since the
wire is supported with the cantilever of the fixed blade,
the wire is applied with load in a cutting direction of the
moveable blade upon the cutting, so that the wire is cut
with being deformed. Therefore, the force beyond the
load necessary for the cutting is required. For this reason,
the reinforcing bar binding machine of the related art has
problems that the durability of the moveable blade is de-
graded and the cutting performance of the moveable
blade is deteriorated due to the wear.
[0013] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide a reinforcing bar binding machine capable of
holding a cut end portion-side of a wire cut and separated
by a wire cutting mechanism to maintain an appropriate
loop shape of the wire, holding the wire to securely keep
both end portions of the wire on back sides of reinforcing
bars during the wire binding, and preventing both end
portions of the wire from protruding from the bound wire
loop.
[0014] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide a reinforcing bar binding machine capable of
supporting both sides of a wire cutting part with both a
moveable blade and a fixed blade to remove a cause of
a cutting defect and to prevent a problem from occurring
in a wire cutting mechanism when cutting the wire by the
wire cutting mechanism, improving durability of the wire
cutting mechanism to maintain cutting performance of
the moveable blade, and performing secure and smooth
the cutting operation.
[0015] The present invention defines a reinforcing bar
binding machine having the features of claim 1.
[0016] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine of the present invention, after the wire is fed out
around the reinforcing bars so that the wire is wound
around the reinforcing bars into a loop shape, the wire is
cut by the wire cutting mechanism. However, since the
cut end portion-side of the cut and separated wire is held
by the holding device, the cut end portion of the wire loop
is not a free state, so that the wire loop is not loosened
and the appropriate annular shape of the wire loop can
be kept. Also, since the appropriate annular shape of the
wire loop is kept before the binding, a binding defect is
not caused well. Also, even during the binding of the wire
loop, since the cut end portion-side of the wire is held, a
part of the wire at the cut end portion-side is not involved
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into the twisting part, so that the appropriate binding
shape is obtained. Like this, the reinforcing bar binding
machine of the present invention can hold the cut end
portion-side of the wire cut and separated by the wire
cutting mechanism to hold the appropriate loop shape of
the wire, hold the cut end portion-side of the wire to enable
both end portions of the wire to stay on the back sides
of the reinforcing bars during the wire binding, and pre-
vent both end portions of the wire from protruding from
the bound wind loop.
[0017] The reinforcing bar binding machine of the
present invention is provided with the support member
configured to support the wire fed out from the wire cutting
mechanism-side at the downstream-side position of the
cutting part of the wire cutting mechanism with respect
to the feeding direction of the wire, and the support mem-
ber is configured to support the wire upon the wire cutting
of the wire cutting mechanism. That is, according to the
reinforcing bar binding machine of the present invention,
upon the wire cutting of the wire cutting mechanism, since
the wire is supported by the support member, the wire is
not bent in the cutting direction upon the wire cutting and
the secure and smooth cutting operation can be per-
formed. Also, according to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine of the present invention, since the wire to be cut
by the wire cutting mechanism is supported by the sup-
port member, the load is enough for the cutting so that
the wire is not deformed upon the cutting even when the
load is applied thereto in the cutting direction. Also, it is
possible to prevent the durability of the wire cutting mech-
anism from being degraded and the cutting performance
of the wire cutting mechanism from being deteriorated
due to the wear.
[0018] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine of the present invention, the guide part is provided
with the fixed member configured to support the wire at
the upstream-side position of the cutting part of the wire
cutting mechanism with respect to the feeding direction
of the wire. The fixed member is configured to support
one side of the wire cutting part upon the wire cutting,
and the support member is configured to support the oth-
er side of the wire cutting portion upon the wire cutting.
That is, according to the reinforcing bar binding machine
of the present invention, since both sided of the wire cut-
ting part are supported by the fixed member and the sup-
port member upon the wire cutting of the wire cutting
mechanism, the wire is not bent in the cutting direction
upon the wire cutting and the secure and smooth cutting
operation can be performed. Also, according to the rein-
forcing bar binding machine of the present invention,
since both sides of the cutting part of the wire to be cut
by the wire cutting mechanism are supported by a both-
end support method of the fixed member and the support
member, the wire is not deformed even when the load is
applied thereto in the cutting direction upon the cutting
and the load is enough for the cutting. Also, it is possible
to prevent the durability of the wire cutting mechanism
from being degraded and the cutting performance of the

wire cutting mechanism from being deteriorated due to
the wear.
[0019] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine of the present invention, the wire cutting mecha-
nism is a cutter including the first moveable blade and
the second moveable blade configured to slide or swing
to the first moveable blade and to cut the wire, the first
moveable blade or second moveable blade is configured
to support one side of the wire cutting part upon the wire
cutting, and the support member is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion upon the wire
cutting. That is, according to the reinforcing bar binding
machine of the present invention, since both sides of the
wire cutting part are supported by the first or second
moveable blade and the support member upon the wire
cutting of the pair of moveable blades, the wire is not
bent in the cutting direction upon the cutting and the se-
cure and smooth cutting can be performed. Also, since
the wire is not bent in the cutting direction upon the cut-
ting, it is possible to prevent the problem of the wire cut-
ting mechanism that the wire is bent and sandwiched
between the first moveable blade and the second move-
able blade and the first and second moveable blades are
damaged, for example. Also, according to the reinforcing
bar binding machine of the present invention, since both
sides of the cutting part of the wire to be cut by the pair
of moveable blades are supported by a both-end support
method of the first or second moveable blade and the
support member, the wire is not deformed even when
the load is applied thereto in the cutting direction upon
the wire cutting and the load is enough for the cutting.
Also, it is possible to prevent the durability of the pair of
moveable blades from being degraded and the cutting
performance of the pair of moveable blades from being
deteriorated due to the wear.
[0020] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine of the present invention, the wire cutting mecha-
nism is a cutter including the fixed blade and the move-
able blade configured to slide or swing to the fixed blade
and to cut the wire, the fixed blade is configured to support
one side of the wire cutting part upon the wire cutting,
and the support member is configured to support the oth-
er side of the wire cutting portion upon the wire cutting.
That is, according to the reinforcing bar binding machine
of the present invention, since both sides of the wire cut-
ting part are supported by the fixed blade and the support
member upon the wire cutting of the moveable blade, the
wire is not bent in the cutting direction upon the cutting
and the secure and smooth cutting can be performed.
Also, since the wire is not bent in the cutting direction of
the moveable blade upon the cutting, it is possible to
prevent the problem of the wire cutting mechanism that
the wire is bent and sandwiched between the moveable
blade and the fixed blade and the moveable blade and
the fixed blade are damaged, for example. Also, accord-
ing to the reinforcing bar binding machine of the present
invention, since both sides of the cutting part of the wire
to be cut by the moveable blade are supported by a both-
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end support method of the fixed blade and the support
member, the wire is not deformed even when the load is
applied thereto in the cutting direction of the moveable
blade upon the wire cutting and the load is enough for
the cutting. Also, it is possible to prevent the durability of
the moveable blade from being degraded and the cutting
performance of the moveable blade from being deterio-
rated due to the wear.
[0021] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine of the present invention, the guide part is provided
with the plurality of guide members configured to guide
the outer surface of the wire becoming a bent outer side
thereof and the inner surface of the wire becoming a bent
inner side thereof. Therefore, it is possible to curl the wire
by the guide members so that a curl diameter of the wire
to be wound around the reinforcing bars into a loop shape
is substantially constant. For this reason, the binding de-
fect is reduced, so that it is possible to keep the stable
wire binding. Also, at least one of the guide members is
configured as the support member. Thereby, it is not nec-
essary to form a separate support member, so that the
cost is saved. Also, the secure and smooth cutting oper-
ation can be performed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

Fig. 1 is a side view illustrating an illustrative embod-
iment of a reinforcing bar binding machine of the
present invention.
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the reinforcing bar
binding machine of Fig. 1, as obliquely seen from
below.
Fig. 3 is a side view illustration for illustrating one
wire cutting mechanism of the reinforcing bar binding
machine.
Fig. 4 is a side view illustration for illustrating another
wire cutting mechanism of the reinforcing bar binding
machine.
Fig. 5 is a side view illustrating a first illustrative em-
bodiment of an internal configuration of a guide part
of the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Fig. 6 is a side view illustrating a second illustrative
embodiment of the internal configuration of the guide
part of the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Fig. 7 is a side view illustrating a third illustrative em-
bodiment of the internal configuration of the guide
part of the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Fig. 8 is a side view illustrating a fourth illustrative
embodiment of the internal configuration of the guide
part of the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Fig. 9 is a side view illustrating a fifth illustrative em-
bodiment of the internal configuration of the guide
part of the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Figs. 10A and 10B are side views illustrating a sixth
illustrative embodiment of the internal configuration
of the guide part of the reinforcing bar binding ma-

chine.
Fig. 11 is a side view illustrating a seventh illustrative
embodiment of the internal configuration of the guide
part of the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Fig; 12 is a side view illustrating an eighth illustrative
embodiment of the internal configuration of the guide
part of the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Figs. 13A and 13B are side views illustrating a ninth
illustrative embodiment of the internal configuration
of the guide part of the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine.
Figs. 14A and 14B are side views illustrating tenth
and eleventh illustrative embodiments of the internal
configuration of the guide part of the reinforcing bar
binding machine.
Fig. 15A and 15B are side views illustrating a twelfth
illustrative embodiment of the internal configuration
of the guide part of the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine.
Figs. 16A and 16B are side views illustrating a thir-
teenth illustrative embodiment of the guide part of
the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Figs. 17A and 17B are side views illustrating a four-
teenth illustrative embodiment of the guide part of
the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Figs. 18A and 18B are side views illustrating a fif-
teenth illustrative embodiment of the guide part of
the reinforcing bar binding machine.
Figs. 19A and 19B are side views illustrating a six-
teenth illustrative embodiment of the guide part of
the reinforcing bar binding

[0023] The first, second, third and sixth embodiments
illustrated in figures 5, 6, 7, 10A and 10B do not form part
of the claimed subject-matter.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] Hereinafter, the reinforcing bar binding machine
will be described in detail. As shown in Fig. 1, a reinforcing
bar binding machine 1 has a binding machine main body
2 and a guide part 6 attached to a tip portion of the binding
machine main body 2. The binding machine main body
2 has an accommodation chamber 3 configured to ac-
commodate therein a wire reel, a wire feeding device 10
configured to feed a wire 5 of the wire reel mounted in
the accommodation chamber 3 and to feed the same to
the guide part 6, and a trigger 4 configured to operate
the wire feeding device 10. When the trigger 4 is operat-
ed, the wire feeding device 10 drives an electric motor
(not shown), so that a feeding roller feeds out the wire 5
of the wire reel forwards.
[0025] The guide part 6 is provided with a gently curved
guide frame 13. As shown in Fig. 3, on a wire feeding
path of the guide frame 13, a guide component (guide
pipe) 8 configured to guide and feed out the wire 5 pulled
out from the wire reel by the wire feeding device, a wire
cutting mechanism 31 configured to feed out a predeter-
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mined length of the wire 5 by the wire feeding device, to
wind the wire around reinforcing bars 7 and then to cut
the wire, and a curl guide 12 configured to bend the wire
5 fed via the wire cutting mechanism 31 are sequentially
arranged and fixed. The curl guide 12 is fixed to a tip-
side of the guide frame 13 and is formed with a guide
recess 20 for guiding the wire 5 in a curling direction in
cooperation with the guide frame 13.
[0026] As shown in Fig. 3, when a feeding length of
the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, the wire
cutting mechanism 31 cuts the wire 5. The wire cutting
mechanism 31 is a slide cutter of a sliding-type cutting
mechanism having a fixed blade 32 fixed to the guide
frame 13, a moveable blade 33 configured to slide to the
fixed blade 32 and to cut the wire 5 and a driving lever
16 configured to move the moveable blade 33 through a
link mechanism 37.
[0027] The fixed blade 32 is formed with a wire pene-
tration hole 32a through which the wire 5 passes in a
feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire pen-
etration hole 32a opens towards a tip 8b of the guide
component (guide pipe) 8, and the other end opens to-
wards the curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of
the wire penetration hole 32a is a wire entry opening 32c,
and the other end-side opening of the wire penetration
hole 32a is a wire exit opening 32d.
[0028] The wire cutting mechanism 31 is configured to
move downwards (from an outer side towards an inner
side of a curve of the wire) the moveable blade 33 through
the link mechanism 37 by the driving lever 16, to enable
one surface 33a of the moveable blade 33 to slide down-
wards along a surface 32e of the wire exit opening 32d-
side of the wire penetration hole 32a of the fixed blade
32, and to enable a lower end edge of the one surface
33a of the moveable blade 33 to cut the wire 5 having
passed through the wire penetration hole 32a.
[0029] The wire cutting mechanism of the reinforcing
bar binding machine is also used as a rotary cutter of a
rotation-type cutting mechanism, in addition to the slide
cutter of the sliding-type cutting mechanism. As shown
in Fig. 4, when a feeding length of the wire 5 reaches a
predetermined amount, a wire cutting mechanism 51 cuts
the wire 5. The wire cutting mechanism 51 is a rotary
cutter having a circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 52
provided to be rotatable, a fixed blade 53 configured to
rotatably accommodate the circular shaft-shaped move-
able blade 52 and a driving lever 16 configured to rotate
the moveable blade 52.
[0030] The circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 52
is formed with a wire penetration hole 52a penetrated in
the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire
penetration hole 52a opens towards the tip 8b of the guide
pipe 8, and the other end opens towards the curl guide
12. The one end-side opening of the wire penetration
hole 52a is a wire entry opening 52b, and the other end-
side opening of the wire penetration hole 52a is a wire
exit opening 52c. Also, the fixed blade 53 is formed with
a wire insertion penetration hole 53a penetrated in the

feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire inser-
tion penetration hole 53a opens towards the wire exit
opening 52c of the wire penetration hole 52a of the move-
able blade 52, and the other end opens towards the curl
guide 12. The one end-side opening of the wire insertion
penetration hole 53a of the fixed blade 53 is a wire entry
opening 53b, and the other end-side opening of the wire
insertion penetration hole 53a is a wire discharge open-
ing 53c.
[0031] The wire cutting mechanism 51 is configured to
rotate the moveable blade 52 in a counterclockwise di-
rection by the driving lever 16, to enable a surface of the
wire exit opening 52c-side of the moveable blade 52 to
slide upwards along a surface of the wire entry opening
53b-side of the fixed blade 53, and to enable a lower end
edge of the wire exit opening 52c of the moveable blade
52 to cut the wire 5 having passed through the wire pen-
etration hole 52a.
[0032] The wire cutting mechanism of the reinforcing
bar binding machine may have a configuration where the
fixed blade and the moveable blade of the wire cutting
mechanism may be reversed as regards the configura-
tions thereof in the rotary cutter of the rotation-type cutting
mechanism. That is, the wire cutting mechanism 51 may
be configured as a rotary cutter having a circular shaft-
shaped fixed blade 52 fixed to the guide frame 13, a
moveable blade 53 provided to be rotatable around the
fixed blade 52 and a driving lever 16 configured to rotate
the moveable blade 53.
[0033] In this case, the circular shaft-shaped fixed
blade 52 is formed with a wire penetration hole 52a pen-
etrated in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of
the wire penetration hole 52a opens towards the tip 8b
of the guide component 8, and the other end opens to-
wards the curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of
the wire penetration hole 52a is a wire entry opening 52b,
and the other end-side opening of the wire penetration
hole 52a is a wire exit opening 52c. Also, the moveable
blade 53 is formed with a wire insertion penetration hole
53a penetrated in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One
end of the wire insertion penetration hole 53a opens to-
wards the wire exit opening 52c of the wire penetration
hole 52a of the fixed blade 52, and the other end opens
towards the curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of
the wire insertion penetration hole 53a of the moveable
blade 53 is a wire entry opening 53b, and the other end-
side opening of the wire insertion penetration hole 53a
is a wire discharge opening 53c.
[0034] The wire cutting mechanism 51 is configured to
rotate the moveable blade 53 in a counterclockwise di-
rection by the driving lever 16, to enable a surface of the
wire entry opening 53b-side of the moveable blade 53 to
slide upwards along a surface of the wire exit opening
52c-side of the fixed blade 52, and to enable a lower end
edge of the wire entry opening 53b of the moveable blade
53 to cut the wire 5 having passed through the wire pen-
etration hole 52a.
[0035] As shown in Fig. 3, the guide component (guide
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pipe) 8 has one end 8a opening towards the accommo-
dation chamber 3 and the other end (tip) 8b opening the
wire cutting mechanism 31 (or 51). The other end 8b-
side opening of the guide component (guide pipe) 8 is
narrowed, as compared to the one end 8a-side opening,
so that the wire 5 is led out from a predetermined position.
Also, a side surface of the guide frame 13 may be con-
figured to also serve as a sidewall of the guide component
8. Also, the guide component 8 includes a guide compo-
nent (guide pipe) A(8A) arranged at a feeding roller-side
of the wire feeding device 10 and a guide component
B(8B) arranged at the guide frame 13-side. The guide
pipe A(8A) has one end positioned in the vicinity of the
feeding roller of the wire feeding device 10 and the other
end fitted and inserted in the one end 8a-side opening
of the guide component B(8B). The guide pipe A(8A) and
the guide component B(8B) are integrally formed and
configure a part of a guide on a wire feeding path for
feeding the wire 5 from the feeding roller-side of the wire
feeding device 10 towards the guide frame 13. Also, the
guide pipe A(8A) and the guide component B(8B) may
be configured as a unitary guide component 8. The curl
guide 12 is curved into an arc shape and is configured
to curl the wire 5 fed out from the wire feeding device 10
of the binding machine main body 2 and to circulate the
wire around the reinforcing bars 7 between the curl guide
and a lower guide 9 shown in Fig. 1. Also, the guide part
6 is provided next to the curl guide 12 with a curl pickup
guide configured to pick up a start end portion of the wire
5 fed out from the curl guide 12 and completely wound
in a loop shape and to again guide the same for next
winding feeding.
[0036] The binding machine main body 2 is provided
with a wire twisting device configured to twist the wire 5
wound in a loop shape around the reinforcing bars and
to bind the reinforcing bars. The wire twisting device is
configured to advance a sleeve, which is pivotally se-
cured to open or close a pair of hooks provided for a P
part shown in Fig. 1, by the electric motor to thus close
the hooks, to grip the wire 5 wound in a loop shape around
the reinforcing bars, to rotate the hooks together with the
sleeve to thus twist the wire 5 and to bind the reinforcing
bars, and then to open the hooks, to retreat and separate
the sleeve from the wire and to return the sleeve to an
initial position. When the sleeve is advanced to pick up
the wire loop, the wire twisting device operates the driving
lever 16 of the wire cutting mechanism 11 (or 51), thereby
cutting (shearing) the wire 5.
[0037] In this way, the reinforcing bar binding machine
1 is configured to mount the wire reel, around which the
wire 5 for binding reinforcing bars is wound, to the ac-
commodation chamber 3 provided for the binding ma-
chine main body 2, to rotate the wire reel, as the trigger
4 is pulled, to feed the wire 5 to the guide part 6 provided
at the tip portion of the binding machine main body 2, to
curl the wire 5 at the guide recess 20 of the curl guide 12
of the guide part 6, to feed out the wire around the rein-
forcing bars 7 arranged at an inner side of the guide part

6 so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing bars,
to cut the end-side of the wire 5, and to twist the wound
part to thus bind the reinforcing bars 7.
[0038] Also, as shown in Fig. 3, a first guide member
23 serving as a first curling guide member is provided at
an end portion of the guide component (guide pipe) 8 or
a notched upper part of the guide component (guide pas-
sage) 8. The first guide member 23 protrudes towards
an inside (guide path) of the guide component (guide
pipe) 8. Thereby, an outer surface of the wire 5 becoming
a bent outer side thereof is guided by the first guide mem-
ber 23.
[0039] Also, a third guide member 25 serving as a third
curling guide member is provided inside a tip portion of
the curl guide 12. The third guide member 25 is attached
to protrude more inwardly than a guide surface 21 of the
curl guide 12. Therefore, the bending outer surface of
the wire 5 fed out along the guide recess 20 of the curl
guide 12 is fed downwards with contacting the third guide
member 25. Also, the first and third guide members 23,
25 are preferably made of a high hardness material such
as carbide pins (cemented carbide pins or ceramic pins).
[0040] As described above, the wire fed out from the
guide component (guide pipe) 8 is contacted to the first
guide member 23 arranged at the tip 8b-side of the guide
component (guide pipe) 8 or the notched upper part of
the guide component (guide pipe) 8, passes through the
wire cutting mechanism 31 (or 51), is fed out along the
inner surface of the curl guide 12 and is contacted to the
third guide member 25, so that the wire 5 is strongly bent.
In this way, the wire 5 is contacted to the first and third
guide members 23, 25 of high hardness.
[0041] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1, when cutting the wire 5 by the wire cutting mech-
anism 31; 51, the moveable blade 33; 53 slides relative
to the fixed blade 32; 52, so that the wire is cut. However,
since the wire 5 is supported with a cantilever of the fixed
blade 32; 52, the wire 5 of the free end-side is bent in a
cutting direction of the moveable blade 33; 53 upon the
cutting, so that the wire may not be cut. Also, the wire 5
is bent and sandwiched between the moveable blade 33;
53 and the fixed blade 32; 52, so that the problems such
as the damages of the moveable blade 33; 53 and fixed
blade 32; 52 may be caused in the wire cutting mecha-
nism 31; 51. Also, since the wire 5 is supported with the
cantilever of the fixed blade 32; 52, the wire of the free
end-side is applied with load in the cutting direction of
the moveable blade 33; 53 upon the cutting, so that the
wire is cut with being deformed. Therefore, the force be-
yond the load necessary for the cutting is required. For
this reason, the durability of the moveable blade 33; 53
is degraded and the cutting performance of the moveable
blade 33; 53 is deteriorated due to the wear.
[0042] Therefore, the reinforcing bar binding machine
1 is provided with a support member configured to sup-
port the other side of the wire cutting part upon the wire
cutting with one side of the wire cutting part being sup-
ported with the fixed blade. Thereby, when cutting the
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wire by the wire cutting mechanism, both sides of the
wire cutting part are supported with the fixed blade and
the support member. As a result, it is possible to remove
the causes of the cutting defect, to prevent the problems
from occurring in the wire cutting mechanism, to improve
the durability of the wire cutting mechanism, to keep the
cutting performance of the moveable blade and to se-
curely and smoothly perform the cutting operation.
[0043] A first illustrative embodiment of the guide part
6 is described. As shown in Fig. 5, when a feeding length
of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, the wire
cutting mechanism 11 cuts the wire 5. The wire cutting
mechanism 31 is a slide cutter having the fixed blade 32
fixed to the guide frame 13, the moveable blade 33 con-
figured to slide to the fixed blade 32 and to cut the wire,
and the driving lever 16 configured to move the moveable
blade 33.
[0044] The fixed blade 32 is formed with the wire pen-
etration hole 32a penetrated in the feeding direction of
the wire 5. One end of the wire penetration hole 32a
opens towards the tip portion 8b of the guide pipe 8, and
the other end opens towards the curl guide 12. The one
end-side opening of the wire penetration hole 32a is the
wire entry opening 32c, and the other end-side opening
of the wire penetration hole 32a is the wire exit opening
32d.
[0045] The wire cutting mechanism 31 is configured to
move upwards (from an inner side towards an outer side
of a curve of the wire) the moveable blade 33 by the
driving lever 16, to enable one surface 33a of the move-
able blade 33 to slide upwards along the surface 32e of
the wire exit opening 32d-side of the wire penetration
hole 32a of the fixed blade 32, and to enable an upper
end edge of the one surface 33a of the moveable blade
33 to cut the wire 5 having passed through the wire pen-
etration hole 32a.
[0046] The moveable blade 33 is configured to push
one side 5c of a cut end portion (hereinafter, referred to
as ’termination portion’) 5b-side of the cut and separated
wire 5 in a cutting direction (upward direction). An upper
part of the other surface 33b of the moveable blade 33
is formed with a bending projection 34 having a substan-
tially triangular shape. The bending projection 34 has a
vertical surface 34a formed by extending the other sur-
face 33b and an inclined surface 34b inclined downwards
from a tip portion of the vertical surface 34a towards the
fixed blade 32. The bending projection 34 is formed at
an upper end of the moveable blade 33 and configures
a bending part of a holding device configured to bend
and hold the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the cut wire 5. The one side 5c of the termination
portion 5b-side of the wire 5 indicates a position to which
the tip portion of the bending projection 34 of the move-
able blade 33 is contacted.
[0047] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, when the wire cutting mechanism

31 operates to move the moveable blade 33 upwards,
the tip portion of the bending projection 34 is engaged in
the vicinity of the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 to
push up and bend the wire 5 before the cutting and then
the wire 5 is cut by the upper end edge of the one surface
33a.
[0048] The moveable blade 33 is stopped at the cutting
position after the cutting. The one side 5c of the termi-
nation portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is bent by the tip por-
tion of the bending projection 34, is hooked at the tip
portion of the bending projection 34 and is held with the
wire 5 being engaged with the inclined surface 34b from
the termination portion 5b to the one side 5c of the ter-
mination portion 5b. A start end portion 5a of the wire 5
cannot be freely moved because it is hooked and pressed
at a part including the termination portion 5b of the wire
5 held at the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted
by the wire twisting device at the state where both ends
5a, 5b are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of
the wire 5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of
the reinforcing bars. The moveable blade 33 is configured
to also serve as the bending member just by providing
the bending projection 34, so that a separate member
for bending is not required. Also, since it is possible to
bend and hold the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 by
the series of the wire cutting operations, a special oper-
ation is not required.
[0049] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 33 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 5c
of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is released,
so that it is possible to smoothly and simply pull out both
ends 5a, 5b of the cut and twisted wire 5 from the binding
machine main body 2 without any deformation.
[0050] In the first illustrative embodiment, the vertical
sliding-type wire cutting mechanism 31 has been de-
scribed. However, as shown in Fig. 6, it is possible to
accomplish the same operational effects by a swinging-
type wire cutting mechanism 41 as shown in Fig. 6, too.
[0051] A third illustrative embodiment of the guide part
6 is described. As shown in Fig. 7, when a feeding length
of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, the wire
cutting mechanism 51 cuts the wire 5. That is, the wire
cutting mechanism 51 is a rotary cutter having the circular
shaft-shaped moveable blade 52 provided to be rotata-
ble, the fixed blade 53 fixed to the guide frame 13 and
configured to rotatably accommodate the circular shaft-
shaped moveable blade 52 and the driving lever 16 con-
figured to rotate the moveable blade 52.
[0052] The circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 52
is formed with the wire penetration hole 52a penetrated
in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire
penetration hole 52a opens towards the tip portion 8b of
the guide pipe 8, and the other end opens towards the
curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of the wire pen-
etration hole 52a is the wire entry opening 52b, and the
other end-side opening of the wire penetration hole 52a
is the wire exit opening 52c. Also, the fixed blade 53 is
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formed with the wire insertion penetration hole 53a pen-
etrated in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of
the wire insertion penetration hole 53a opens towards
the tip portion 8b of the guide pipe 8, and the other end
of the wire insertion penetration hole 53a opens towards
the wire entry opening 52b of the wire penetration hole
52a of the moveable blade 52. The one end-side opening
of the wire insertion penetration hole 53a is the wire entry
opening 53b, and the other end-side opening of the wire
insertion penetration hole 53a is the wire discharge open-
ing 53c.
[0053] The wire cutting mechanism 51 is configured to
rotate the moveable blade 52 in a counterclockwise di-
rection by the driving lever 16, to enable a surface of the
wire entry opening 52b-side of the moveable blade 52 to
slide downwards along a surface of the wire discharge
opening 53c-side of the fixed blade 53, and to enable an
upper end edge 52d of the wire entry opening 52b of the
moveable blade 52 to cut the wire 5 having passed
through the wire penetration hole 52a.
[0054] The moveable blade 52 is configured to cut the
wire 5, and to push and bend one side 5c of a cut end
portion (hereinafter, referred to as ’termination portion’)
5b-side of the cut and separated wire 5 in a counter-
cutting direction (upward direction) by a lower end edge
52e of the wire exit opening 52c of the wire penetration
hole 52a. Therefore, according to the reinforcing bar
binding machine 1, the lower end edge 52e of the wire
exit opening 52c of the wire penetration hole 52a of the
moveable blade 52 is configured to bend and hold the
one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side after cutting
the wire 5. The one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the wire 5 indicates a position to which the lower
end edge 52e of the moveable blade 52 is contacted.
[0055] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, the wire cutting mechanism 31
operates to rotate the moveable blade 52, so that the
upper end edge 52d of the wire entry opening 52b of the
wire penetration hole 52a of the moveable blade 52 cuts
the wire 5. Simultaneously with the cutting of the wire 5,
the lower end edge 52e of the wire exit opening 52c of
the wire penetration hole 52a of the moveable blade 52
pushes and bends the one side 5c of the termination
portion 5b-side of the cut wire 5 in the cutting direction
(upward direction). The moveable blade 52 is stopped at
the cutting position after the cutting. The one side 5c of
the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is bent by
the lower end edge 52e of the wire exit opening 52c of
the wire penetration hole 52a of the moveable blade 52,
and is hooked and held at the lower end edge 52e.
[0056] The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot be
freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part
including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held at
the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire

5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. Upon the cutting of the wire 5, the termina-
tion portion 5b of the wire 5 is located in the wire pene-
tration hole 52a of the moveable blade 52 and the wire
is bent with the lower end edge 52e of the moveable
blade 52. Therefore, a bending length corresponding to
the longitudinal direction of the wire penetration hole 52a
is secured, so that the wire 5 can be securely hooked.
Also, since it is possible to bend and hold the termination
portion 5b of the wire 5 by the series of the wire cutting
operations, a special operation is not required.
[0057] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 52 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 5c
of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is released,
so that it is possible to smoothly and simply pull out both
ends 5a, 5b of the cut and twisted wire 5 from the binding
machine main body 2 without any deformation.
[0058] A fourth illustrative embodiment of the guide
part 6 is described. As shown in Fig. 8, when a feeding
length of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, a
wire cutting mechanism 61 cuts the wire 5. That is, the
wire cutting mechanism 61 is a slide cutter having a fixed
blade 62 fixed to the guide frame 13, a moveable blade
63 configured to slide to the fixed blade 62 and to cut the
wire 5, and the driving lever 16 configured to move the
moveable blade 63.
[0059] The fixed blade 62 is formed with a wire pene-
tration hole 62a penetrated in the feeding direction of the
wire 5. One end of the wire penetration hole 62a opens
towards the tip portion 8b of the guide pipe 8, and the
other end opens towards the curl guide 12. The one end-
side opening of the wire penetration hole 62a is a wire
entry opening 62b, and the other end-side opening of the
wire penetration hole 62a is a wire exit opening 62c.
[0060] The wire cutting mechanism 61 is configured to
move downwards (from an outer side towards an inner
side of a curve of the wire) the moveable blade 63 by the
driving lever 16, to enable one surface 63a of the move-
able blade 63 to slide downwards along a surface of the
wire exit opening 62c-side of the wire penetration hole
62a of the fixed blade 62, and to enable a lower end edge
of the one surface 63a of the moveable blade 63 to cut
the wire 5 having passed through the wire penetration
hole 62a.
[0061] The moveable blade 63 is configured to push
the cut end portion (hereinafter, referred to as ’termina-
tion portion’) 5b-side of the cut and separated wire 5 in
a cutting direction (downward direction) by a lower end
portion 63c. The guide frame 13 is provided with a guide
member 65 serving as a contact part configured to con-
tact and bend one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the wire 5 pushed by the moveable blade 63. The
one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire
5 pushed by the lower end portion 63c of the moveable
blade 63 is contacted to the guide member 65 and is thus
bent. Therefore, the reinforcing bar binding machine 1 is
configured to sandwich and hold the one side 5c of the
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termination portion 5b-side of the cut wire 5 by the lower
end portion 63c of the moveable blade 63 and the guide
member 65. The one side 5c of the termination portion
5b-side of the wire 5 indicates a position to which the
guide member 65 is contacted.
[0062] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, when the wire cutting mechanism
61 operates to move the moveable blade 63 downwards
to cut the wire, the lower end portion 63c pushes the
termination portion 5b of the cut wire 5 in the cutting di-
rection (downward direction) and the one side 5c of the
termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is contacted to
the guide member 65 and is thus bent.
[0063] The moveable blade 63 is stopped at the cutting
position after the cutting. The one side 5c of the termi-
nation portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is sandwiched by the
lower end portion 63c of the moveable blade 63 and the
guide member 65. Thereby, the one side 5c of the termi-
nation portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is held by the lower
end portion 63c of the moveable blade 63 and the guide
member 65. The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot
be freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a
part including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held
at the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. It is possible to bend the wire 5 and to hold
the termination portion 5b of the wire by using the oper-
ation of cutting the wire 5 by the moveable blade 63 and
the guide member 65.
[0064] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 63 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 5c
of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is released,
so that it is possible to smoothly and simply pull out both
ends 5a, 5b of the cut and twisted wire 5 from the binding
machine main body 2 without any deformation.
[0065] In the fourth illustrative embodiment, the vertical
sliding-type wire cutting mechanism 61 has been de-
scribed. However, as shown in Fig. 9, it is possible to
accomplish the same operational effects by a swinging-
type wire cutting mechanism 71, too.
[0066] A sixth illustrative embodiment of the guide part
6 is described. As shown in Fig. 10, when a feeding length
of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, a wire
cutting mechanism 81 cuts the wire 5. That is, the wire
cutting mechanism 81 is a slide cutter having a fixed
blade 82 fixed to the guide frame 13, a moveable blade
83 configured to slide to the fixed blade 82 and to cut the
wire 5, and the driving lever 16 configured to move the
moveable blade 83.
[0067] The fixed blade 82 is formed with a wire pene-
tration hole 82a penetrated in the feeding direction of the
wire 5. One end of the wire penetration hole 82a opens
towards the tip portion 8b of the guide pipe 8, and the

other end opens towards the curl guide 12. The one end-
side opening of the wire penetration hole 82a is a wire
entry opening 82b, and the other end-side opening of the
wire penetration hole 82a is a wire exit opening 82c.
[0068] The wire cutting mechanism 81 is configured to
move downwards (from an outer side towards an inner
side of a curve of the wire) the moveable blade 83 by the
driving lever 16, to enable one surface 83a of the move-
able blade 83 to slide downwards along a surface of the
wire exit opening 82c-side of the wire penetration hole
82a of the fixed blade 82, and to enable a lower end edge
of the one surface 83a of the moveable blade 83 to cut
the wire 5 having passed through the wire penetration
hole 82a.
[0069] The moveable blade 83 is configured to push
one side 5c of the cut end portion (hereinafter, referred
to as ’termination portion’) 5b-side of the cut and sepa-
rated wire 5 in a cutting direction (downward direction)
by a lower end portion 83c. A lower part of the other
surface 83b of the moveable blade 83 is formed with a
bending projection 84 having a substantially triangular
shape. The bending projection 84 has a vertical surface
84a formed by extending the other surface 83b and an
inclined surface 84b inclined upwards from a tip portion
of the vertical surface 84a towards the fixed blade 82.
[0070] The guide frame 13 is provided with a guide
member 85 of a contact part, which is configured to be
contacted and bent to one side 5c of the termination por-
tion 5b-side of the wire 5 pushed and bent by the bending
projection 84 of the moveable blade 83. Therefore, the
reinforcing bar binding machine 1 is configured to hold
the one side 5c of the bent termination portion 5b-side
after the wire 5 is cut, by the guide member 85. The bend-
ing projection 84 is formed at the lower end portion 83c
of the moveable blade 83 and configures a bending part
of a holding device configured to hold the one side 5c of
the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5. The one
side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5
indicates a position to which the tip portion of the bending
projection 84 of the moveable blade 83 is contacted.
[0071] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, when the wire cutting mechanism
81 operates to move the moveable blade 83 downwards,
as shown in Fig. 10B, the tip portion of the bending pro-
jection 84 is engaged with the one side 5c of the termi-
nation portion 5b-side of the wire 5 to push down and
bend the wire 5 before the cutting and then the wire 5 is
cut by the lower end edge of the one surface 83a.
[0072] The moveable blade 83 is returned to its original
position and is stopped immediately after the cutting.
Since the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side
of the wire 5 is bent, it is hooked and held at the guide
member 85. The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot
be freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a
part including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held
at the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
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wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. Also, since the moveable blade 83 does not
directly hold the termination portion 5b of the wire 5, the
load for holding is not applied to the moveable blade 83,
so that the durability is improved.
[0073] After binding the reinforcing bars, since the one
side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire is
simply hooked and held at the guide member 85, it is
possible to smoothly and simply pull out both ends 5a,
5b of the cut and twisted wire 5 from the binding machine
main body 2 without any deformation.
[0074] A seventh illustrative embodiment of the guide
part 6 is described. As shown in Fig. 11, when a feeding
length of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, a
wire cutting mechanism 91 cuts the wire 5. That is, the
wire cutting mechanism 91 is a rotary cutter having a
circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 92 provided to be
rotatable, a fixed blade 93 fixed to the guide frame 13
and configured to rotatably accommodate the circular
shaft-shaped moveable blade 92 and the driving lever
16 configured to rotate the moveable blade 92.
[0075] The circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 92
is formed with a wire penetration hole 92a penetrated in
the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire
penetration hole 92a opens towards the tip portion 8b of
the guide pipe 8, and the other end opens towards the
curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of the wire pen-
etration hole 92a is a wire entry opening 92b, and the
other end-side opening of the wire penetration hole 92a
is a wire exit opening 92c. Also, the fixed blade 93 is
formed with a wire insertion penetration hole 93a pene-
trated in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of
the wire insertion penetration hole 93a opens towards
the guide pipe 8, and the other end of the wire insertion
penetration hole 93a opens towards the wire entry open-
ing 92b of the wire penetration hole 92a of the moveable
blade 92. The one end-side opening of the wire insertion
penetration hole 93a is a wire entry opening 93b, and the
other end-side opening of the wire insertion penetration
hole 93a is a wire discharge opening 93c.
[0076] The wire cutting mechanism 91 is configured to
rotate the moveable blade 92 in a counterclockwise di-
rection by the driving lever 16, to enable a surface of the
wire entry opening 92b-side of the moveable blade 92 to
slide downwards along a surface of the wire discharge
opening 93c-side of the fixed blade 93, and to enable an
upper end edge 92d of the wire entry opening 92b of the
moveable blade 92 to cut the wire 5 having passed
through the wire penetration hole 92a.
[0077] The moveable blade 92 is configured to cut the
wire 5, and to push and bend one side 5c of a cut end
portion (hereinafter, referred to as ’termination portion’)
5b-side of the cut and separated wire 5 in a counter-
cutting direction (upward direction) and to form a bent
part by a lower end edge 92e of the wire exit opening
92c of the wire penetration hole 92a. The guide frame 13

is provided with a guide member 95 serving as a contact
part configured to contact the one side 5c of the termi-
nation portion 5b-side of the wire 5 pushed with the move-
able blade 92. Therefore, according to the reinforcing bar
binding machine 1, the one side 5c of the termination
portion 5b-side serving as the bent part after the wire 5
is cut is sandwiched and held by the lower end edge 92e
of the wire penetration hole 92a of the moveable blade
92 and the guide member 95. The one side 5c of the
termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 indicates a po-
sition to which the lower end edge 92e of the wire pen-
etration hole 92a of the moveable blade 92 is contacted.
[0078] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, the wire cutting mechanism 91
operates to rotate the moveable blade 92, so that the
upper end edge 92d of the wire entry opening 92b of the
wire penetration hole 92a of the moveable blade 92 cuts
the wire 5. Simultaneously with the cutting, the lower end
edge 92e of the wire exit opening 92c of the wire pene-
tration hole 92a of the moveable blade 92 pushes the
one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the cut
wire 5 in the cutting direction (upward direction), so that
the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the
wire 5 is sandwiched by the lower end edge 92e of the
wire penetration hole 92a of the moveable blade 92 and
the guide member 95. The moveable blade 92 is stopped
at the cutting position after the cutting. Thereby, the one
side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is
held by the lower end edge 92e of the wire exit opening
92c of the moveable blade 92 and the guide member 95
[0079] The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot be
freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part
including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held at
the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. Since the termination portion 5b of the wire
5 is fitted with the moveable edge 92 and the guide mem-
ber 95 by using the operation of the moveable blade 92
upon the cutting of the wire 5, it can be securely held.
[0080] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 92 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 5c
of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is released,
so that it is possible to smoothly and simply pull out both
ends 5a, 5b of the cut and twisted wire 5 from the binding
machine main body 2 without any deformation.
[0081] An eighth illustrative embodiment of the guide
part 6 is described. As shown in Fig. 12, when a feeding
length of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, a
wire cutting mechanism 101 cuts the wire 5. That is, the
wire cutting mechanism 101 is a rotary cutter having a
circular shaft-shaped fixed blade 102 fixed to the guide
frame 13, a moveable blade 103 provided to be rotatable
around the fixed blade 102, and the driving lever 16 con-
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figured to rotate the moveable blade 103.
[0082] The circular shaft-shaped fixed blade 102 is
formed with a wire penetration hole 102a penetrated in
the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire
penetration hole 102a opens towards the tip portion 8b
of the guide pipe 8, and the other end opens towards the
curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of the wire pen-
etration hole 102a is a wire entry opening 102b, and the
other end-side opening of the wire penetration hole 102a
is a wire exit opening 102c. Also, the moveable blade
103 is formed with a wire insertion penetration hole 103a
penetrated in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end
of the wire insertion penetration hole 103a opens towards
the wire exit opening 102c of the wire penetration hole
102a of the fixed blade 102, and the other end opens
towards the curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of
the wire insertion penetration hole 103a of the moveable
blade 103 is a wire entry opening 103b, and the other
end-side opening of the wire insertion penetration hole
103a is a wire discharge opening 103c.
[0083] The wire cutting mechanism 101 is configured
to rotate the moveable blade 103 in a counterclockwise
direction by the driving lever 16, to enable a surface of
the wire entry opening 103b-side of the moveable blade
103 to slide upwards along a surface of the wire exit open-
ing 102c-side of the fixed blade 102, and to enable a
lower end edge of the wire entry opening 103b of the
moveable blade 103 to cut the wire 5 having passed
through the wire penetration hole 102a.
[0084] The moveable blade 103 is configured to cut
the wire 5, and to push one side 5c of a cut end portion
(hereinafter, referred to as ’termination portion’) 5b-side
of the cut and separated wire 5 in a cutting direction (up-
ward direction) by a lower end edge 103d of the wire
discharge opening 103c of the wire insertion penetration
hole 103a. The guide frame 13 is provided with a guide
member 105 configured to contact the one side 5c of the
termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 pushed with the
moveable blade 103. Therefore, according to the rein-
forcing bar binding machine 1, after the wire 5 is cut, the
one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side is held by
the lower end edge 103d of the wire insertion penetration
hole 103a of the moveable blade 103 and the guide mem-
ber 105. The one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the wire 5 indicates a position to which the lower
end edge 103d of the wire insertion penetration hole 103a
of the moveable blade 103 is contacted.
[0085] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, the wire cutting mechanism 31
operates to rotate the moveable blade 103 upwards, so
that the lower end edge of the wire entry opening 103b
of the moveable blade 103 cuts the wire 5. Simultane-
ously with the cutting, the lower end edge 103d of the
wire discharge opening 103e of the moveable blade 103
pushes up the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the cut wire 5 in the cutting direction (upward

direction), so that the one side 5c of the termination por-
tion 5b of the wire 5 is sandwiched by the lower end edge
103d of the wire discharge opening 103c of the moveable
blade 103 and the guide member 105. The moveable
blade 103 is stopped at the cutting position after the cut-
ting. Thereby, the one side 5c of the termination portion
5b-side of the wire 5 is held by the moveable blade 103
and the guide member 105.
[0086] The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot be
freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part
including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held at
the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. Since the termination portion 5b of the wire
5 is fitted with the moveable edge 103 and the guide
member 105 by using the operation of the moveable
blade 103 upon the cutting of the wire 5, it can be securely
held. In the fourth to eights illustrative embodiments, the
termination portion 5b of the wire 5 is held using the guide
member serving as the contact part. Since the guide
member can be arranged using a space of the guide
frame 13 and may be made to be smaller that the wire
cutting mechanism and the other members, the arrange-
ment can be easily adjusted and the maintenance ability
is also high.
[0087] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 103 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 5c
of the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 is released, so
that it is possible to smoothly and simply pull out both
ends 5a, 5b of the cut and twisted wire 5 from the binding
machine main body 2 without any deformation.
[0088] In the eighth illustrative embodiment, the wire
cutting mechanism 101 has the circular shaft-shaped
fixed blade 102 and the moveable blade 103 provided to
be rotatable around the fixed blade 102. However, a wire
cutting mechanism is also possible which includes an
internal moveable blade 102 and an external moveable
blade 103 configured to rotatably accommodate the in-
ternal moveable blade 102 and is configured to rotate
the internal moveable blade 102 and external moveable
blade 103 to cut the wire 5.
[0089] A ninth illustrative embodiment of the guide part
6 is described. As shown in Fig. 13, when a feeding length
of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, a wire
cutting mechanism 111 cuts the wire 5. That is, the wire
cutting mechanism 111 is a slide cutter having a fixed
blade 112 fixed to the guide frame 13, a moveable blade
113 configured to slid to the fixed blade 112 and to cut
the wire 5, and the driving lever 16 configured to move
the moveable blade 113.
[0090] The fixed blade 112 is formed with a wire pen-
etration hole 112a penetrated in the feeding direction of
the wire 5. One end of the wire penetration hole 112a
opens towards the tip portion 8b of the guide pipe 8, and
the other end opens towards the curl guide 12. The one
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end-side opening of the wire penetration hole 112a is a
wire entry opening 112b, and the other end-side opening
of the wire penetration hole 112a is a wire exit opening
112c.
[0091] The wire cutting mechanism 111 is configured
to move upwards (from an inner side towards an outer
side of a curve of the wire) the moveable blade 113 by
the driving lever 16, to enable one surface 113a of the
moveable blade 113 to slide upwards along a surface of
the wire exit opening 112c-side of the wire penetration
hole 112a of the fixed blade 112, and to enable an upper
end edge of the one surface 113a of the moveable blade
113 to cut the wire 5 having passed through the wire
penetration hole 112a.
[0092] The moveable blade 113 is provided with a
pressing member 115 configured to push one side 5c of
the termination portion 5b-side of the cut wire 5 in a cutting
direction (upward direction). The pressing member 115
has an arm shape and is provided at a lower part of the
other surface 113b of the moveable blade 113. A tip por-
tion of the pressing member 115 is formed with a pressing
projection 116 having a substantially triangular shape.
The pressing projection 116 has a vertical surface 116a
formed by extending the tip surface of the pressing mem-
ber 115 and an inclined surface 116b inclined downwards
from a tip portion of the vertical surface 116a towards the
other surface 113b-side. The pressing projection 116
configures a pressing part of a holding device configured
to press the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the cut wire 5 to a side surface (guide recess 20)
of the wire guide passage (curl guide 12). The one side
5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 indi-
cates a position to which the tip portion of the pressing
projection 116 of the moveable blade 113 is contacted.
[0093] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, the wire cutting mechanism 111
operates to move the moveable blade 113 upwards, so
that an upper edge of the other surface 113b of the move-
able blade 113 is engaged with a vicinity 5d of the termi-
nation portion 5b of the wire 5 and pushes up and bends
the wire 5 before the cutting, and then the wire 5 is cut
by the upper end edge of the one surface 113a of the
moveable blade 113.
[0094] After the cutting, the tip portion of the pressing
projection 116 is engaged with the one side 5c of the
termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 and presses the
wire 5 to the side surface (guide recess 20) of the wire
guide passage (curl guide 12). The moveable blade 113
is stopped at the cutting position after the cutting. The
vicinity 5d of the termination portion of the wire 5 is bent
by the upper edge of the other surface 113b of the move-
able blade 113. Since the wire guide passage (curl guide
12) is narrowed by the side surface (guide recess 20)
and the tip portion of the pressing projection 116, the
bent vicinity 5d of the termination portion of the wire 5 is
hooked and held at the tip portion of the pressing projec-

tion 116. The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot be
freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part
including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held at
the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. The moveable blade 113 may be simply
provided with the pressing member 115 and it is possible
to press and hold the termination portion 5b of the wire
5 at the curl guide 12 with the pressing member 115 by
the series of the wire cutting operations.
[0095] After binding the reinforcing bars, when the trig-
ger is released, the pressing member 115 is returned to
the original position together with the moveable blade
113. Therefore, the holding state of the vicinity 5d of the
termination portion of the wire 5 is released, so that it is
possible to smoothly and simply pull out both ends 5a,
5b of the cut and twisted wire 5 from the binding machine
main body 2 without any deformation. Also, the pressing
member 115 is configured to narrow the space between
the pressing projection 116 and the guide recess 20.
Thereby, the pressing member is difficult to pass to the
vicinity 5d of the termination portion of the wire 5. How-
ever, the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side
of the cut wire 5 may be pressed and held at the side
surface (guide recess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl
guide 12) by the pressing member 115.
[0096] A tenth illustrative embodiment of the guide part
6 is described. As shown in Fig. 14, when a feeding length
of the wire 5 reaches a predetermined amount, a wire
cutting mechanism 121 cuts the wire 5. That is, the wire
cutting mechanism 121 is a rotary cutter having a circular
shaft-shaped fixed blade 122 fixed to the guide frame 13,
a moveable blade 123 provided to be rotatable around
the fixed blade 122, and the driving lever 16 configured
to move the moveable blade 123.
[0097] The circular shaft-shaped fixed blade 122 is
formed with a wire penetration hole 122a penetrated in
the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire
penetration hole 122a opens towards the tip portion 8b
of the guide pipe 8, and the other end opens towards the
curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of the wire pen-
etration hole 122a is a wire entry opening 122b, and the
other end-side opening of the wire penetration hole 122a
is a wire exit opening 122c. Also, the moveable blade
123 is formed with a wire insertion penetration hole 123a
penetrated in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end
of the wire insertion penetration hole 123a opens towards
the wire exit opening 122c of the wire penetration hole
122a of the fixed blade 122, and the other end opens
towards the curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of
the wire insertion penetration hole 123a is a wire entry
opening 123b, and the other end-side opening of the wire
insertion penetration hole 123a is a wire discharge open-
ing 123c.
[0098] The wire cutting mechanism 121 is configured
to move the moveable blade 123 in the counterclockwise
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direction by the driving lever 16, to enable a surface of
the wire entry opening 123b-side of the moveable blade
123 to slide upwards along a surface of the wire exit open-
ing 122c-side of the fixed blade 122, and to enable a
lower end edge of the wire entry opening 123b of the
moveable blade 123 to cut the wire 5 having passed
through the wire penetration hole 122a.
[0099] The moveable blade 123 is linked with a holding
shaft 129 serving as a holding member through a link
mechanism 128. The link mechanism has a first link
member 128a and a second link member 128b. The sec-
ond link member 128b is rotatably attached to the guide
frame 13. The first link member 128a is rotatably attached
to the moveable blade 123 at one side and is rotatably
attached to an upper part of the second link member 128b
at the other side. The holding shaft 129 is axially slidably
attached to the guide frame 13 and has a rear end rotat-
ably coupled to the second link member 128b and a tip
to contact the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the wire 5.
[0100] The moveable blade 123 is configured to cut
the wire, and the tip portion of the holding shaft 129 is
configured to press the one side 5c of the termination
portion 5b-side of the cut wire 5 to the side surface (guide
recess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl guide 12)
through the link mechanism 128. Therefore, the reinforc-
ing bar binding machine 1 is configured to hold the one
side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the cut wire
5 by the tip portion of the holding shaft 129 and the side
surface (guide recess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl
guide 12). The one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the wire 5 indicates a position to which the tip
portion of the holding shaft 129 is contacted.
[0101] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, the wire cutting mechanism 121
operates to rotate the moveable blade 123, so that the
lower end edge of the wire entry opening 123b of the wire
insertion penetration hole 123a cuts the wire. Simultane-
ously with the cutting, the tip portion of the holding shaft
129 presses the one side 5c of the termination portion
5b-side of the cut wire 5 to the side surface (guide recess
20) of the wire guide passage (curl guide 12) through the
link mechanism 128 and sandwiches the one side 5c of
the termination portion 5b of the wire 5. The moveable
blade 123 is stopped at the cutting position after the cut-
ting. Thereby, the one side 5c of the termination portion
5b-side of the wire 5 is held by the tip portion of the holding
shaft 129 and the side surface (guide recess 20) of the
wire guide passage (curl guide 12). Also, in the tenth
illustrative embodiment, the holding member is config-
ured as the shaft-shaped (arm-shaped) holding shaft.
However, the other side of the link mechanism may be
made to come close to the wire guide passage-side and
a circular or elliptical holding member may be configured,
for example.
[0102] The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot be

freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part
including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held at
the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. The moveable blade 123 may be simply
provided with the link mechanism 128 and the holding
shaft 129 and it is possible to press and hold the termi-
nation portion 5b of the wire 5 at the curl guide 12 with
the holding shaft 129 by the series of the wire cutting
operations. Also, it is possible to adjust the pressing force
of the holding shaft 129 by a length of the link mechanism.
[0103] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 123 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding shaft 129 is separated
from the wire 5 through the link mechanism 128 and the
holding state of the one side 5c of the termination portion
5b-side of the wire 5 is released, so that it is possible to
smoothly and simply pull out both ends 5a, 5b of the cut
and twisted wire 5 from the binding machine main body
2 without any deformation.
[0104] An eleventh illustrative embodiment of the
guide part 6 is described. The eleventh illustrative em-
bodiment is different from the tenth illustrative embodi-
ment, as regards the wire cutting mechanism. Therefore,
the eleventh illustrative embodiment is described with
reference to Fig. 14. When a feeding length of the wire
5 reaches a predetermined amount, a wire cutting mech-
anism 131 cuts the wire 5. That is, the wire cutting mech-
anism 131 is a rotary cutter having a circular shaft-shaped
moveable blade 122 provided to be rotatable, a fixed
blade 122 fixed to the guide frame 13 and configured to
rotatably accommodate the circular shaft-shaped move-
able blade 123, and the driving lever 16 configured to
move the moveable blade 123.
[0105] The circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 123
is formed with a wire penetration hole 122a penetrated
in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of the wire
penetration hole 122a opens towards the tip portion 8b
of the guide pipe 8, and the other end opens towards the
curl guide 12. The one end-side opening of the wire pen-
etration hole 122a is a wire entry opening 122b, and the
other end-side opening of the wire penetration hole 122a
is a wire exit opening 122c. Also, the fixed blade 122 is
formed with a wire insertion penetration hole 123a pen-
etrated in the feeding direction of the wire 5. One end of
the wire insertion penetration hole 123a opens towards
the wire exit opening 122c of the moveable blade 123,
and the other end opens towards the curl guide 12. The
one end-side opening of the wire insertion penetration
hole 123a of the moveable blade 53 is a wire entry open-
ing 123b, and the other end-side opening of the wire in-
sertion penetration hole 123a is a wire discharge opening
123c.
[0106] The wire cutting mechanism 131 is configured
to rotate the moveable blade 123 in the counterclockwise
direction by the driving lever 16, to enable a surface of
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the wire exit opening 122c-side of the moveable blade
123 to slide upwards along a surface of the wire entry
opening 123b-side of the fixed blade 122, and to enable
a lower end edge of the wire exit opening 122c of the
moveable blade 123 to cut the wire 5 having passed
through the wire penetration hole 122a.
[0107] The driving lever 16 is linked with a holding shaft
129 through a link mechanism 128. The link mechanism
has a first link member 128a and a second link member
128b. The second link member 128b is rotatably attached
to the guide frame 13. The first link member 128a is ro-
tatably attached to the moveable blade 122 at one side
and is rotatably attached to an upper part of the second
link member 128b at the other side. The holding shaft
129 is axially slidably attached to the guide frame 13 and
has a rear end rotatably coupled to the second link mem-
ber 128b and a tip to contact the one side 5c of the ter-
mination portion 5b-side of the wire 5.
[0108] The moveable blade 122 is configured to cut
the wire, and the tip portion of the holding shaft 129 is
configured to press the one side 5c of the termination
portion 5b-side of the cut wire 5 to the side surface (guide
recess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl guide 12)
through the link mechanism 128. Therefore, the reinforc-
ing bar binding machine 1 is configured to hold the one
side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the cut wire
5 by the tip portion of the holding shaft 129 and the side
surface (guide recess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl
guide 12). The one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the wire 5 indicates a position to which the tip
portion of the holding shaft 129 is contacted. Also, in the
eleventh illustrative embodiment, the holding member is
configured as the shaft-shaped (arm-shaped) holding
shaft. However, the other side of the link mechanism may
be made to come close to the wire guide passage-side
and a circular or elliptical holding member may be con-
figured, for example.
[0109] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, when the wire cutting mechanism
131 operates to rotate the moveable blade 122 upwards
to cut the wire, the tip portion of the holding shaft 129
presses the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-
side of the cut wire 5 to the side surface (guide recess
20) of the wire guide passage (curl guide 12) through the
operation lever and the link mechanism 128 and sand-
wiches the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b of
the wire 5. The moveable blade 122 is stopped at the
cutting position after the cutting. Thereby, the one side
5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire 5 is held
by the tip portion of the holding shaft 129 and the side
surface (guide recess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl
guide 12).
[0110] The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot be
freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part
including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held at
the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the

wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. The moveable blade 113 may be simply
provided with the link mechanism 128 and the holding
shaft 129 and it is possible to press and hold the termi-
nation portion 5b of the wire 5 at the curl guide 12 with
the holding shaft 129 by the series of the wire cutting
operations. Also, it is possible to adjust the pressing force
of the holding shaft 129 by a length of the link mechanism.
[0111] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 122 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding shaft 129 is separated
from the wire 5 through the link mechanism 128 and the
holding state of the one side 5c of the termination portion
5b-side of the wire 5 is released, so that it is possible to
smoothly and simply pull out both ends 5a, 5b of the cut
and twisted wire 5 from the binding machine main body
2 without any deformation.
[0112] A twelfth illustrative embodiment of the guide
part 6 is described. In the tenth and eleventh illustrative
embodiments, the holding shaft 129 of the holding mem-
ber is linked with the wire cutting mechanism 121; 131
through the link mechanism 128. However, as shown in
Fig. 15, the holding shaft 129 of the holding member may
be linked with the driving part of the binding machine
main body 2 through another link mechanism. The wire
cutting mechanism is a rotary cutter or a slide cutter as
described above. When the wire is cut by the wire cutting
mechanism, the tip portion of the holding shaft 129 press-
es the one side 5c of the cut end portion (hereinafter,
referred to as ’termination portion’) 5b-side of the cut and
separated wire 5 to the side surface (guide recess 20) of
the wire guide passage (curl guide 12) through another
link mechanism by the driving part of the binding machine
main body 2. Therefore, the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 is configured to hold the one side 5c of the ter-
mination portion 5b-side of the cut wire 5 by the tip portion
of the holding shaft 129 and the side surface (guide re-
cess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl guide 12). The
one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire
5 indicates a position to which the tip portion of the holding
shaft 129 is contacted.
[0113] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1 having the above configuration, after the wire 5
is curled at the guide part 6 and is then wound around
the reinforcing bars 7, when the wire cutting mechanism
operates to cut the wire, the tip portion of the holding
shaft 129 presses the one side 5c of the termination por-
tion 5b-side of the cut wire 5 to the side surface (guide
recess 20) of the wire guide passage (curl guide 12)
through another link mechanism and sandwiches the one
side 5c of the termination portion 5b of the wire 5. There-
by, the one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of
the wire 5 is held by the tip portion of the holding shaft
129 and the side surface (guide recess 20) of the wire
guide passage (curl guide 12).
[0114] The start end portion 5a of the wire 5 cannot be
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freely moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part
including the termination portion 5b of the wire 5 held at
the guide part 6. Even when the wire is twisted by the
wire twisting device at the state where both ends 5a, 5b
are held in this way, both end portions 5a, 5b of the wire
5 can be enabled to stay on the back sides of the rein-
forcing bars. Since the driving part is used separately
from the wire cutting mechanism, it is possible to arbi-
trarily adjust the wire holding timing, independently. In
the ninth to twelfth illustrative embodiments, the termi-
nation portion 5b of the wire 5 is held using the curl guide
12, the pressing member and the holding member. Since
the wire guide passage of the curl guide 12 is wide, it is
possible to easily adjust the arrangements of the pressing
member and the holding member.
[0115] After binding the reinforcing bars, the holding
shaft 129 is returned to the original position through an-
other link mechanism by the driving part of the reinforcing
bar binding machine. Therefore, the holding state of the
one side 5c of the termination portion 5b-side of the wire
5 is released, so that it is possible to smoothly and simply
pull out both ends 5a, 5b of the cut and twisted wire 5
from the binding machine main body 2 without any de-
formation.
[0116] A thirteenth illustrative embodiment of the guide
part 1006 is described. As shown in Fig. 16A, when a
feeding length of the wire 1005 reaches a predetermined
amount, a wire cutting mechanism 1061 cuts the wire
1005. That is, the wire cutting mechanism 1061 is a slide
cutter having a fixed blade 1062 fixed to the guide frame
1013, a moveable blade 1063 configured to slide to the
fixed blade 1062 and to cut the wire 1005, and the driving
lever 1016 configured to move the moveable blade 1063.
[0117] The fixed blade 1062 is formed with a wire pen-
etration hole 1062a penetrated in the feeding direction
of the wire 1005. One end of the wire penetration hole
1062a opens towards the tip portion 1008b of the guide
component 1008, and the other end opens towards the
curl guide 1012. The one end-side opening of the wire
penetration hole 1062a is a wire entry opening 1062b,
and the other end-side opening of the wire penetration
hole 1062a is a wire exit opening 1062c.
[0118] As shown in Fig. 16B, the wire cutting mecha-
nism 1061 is configured to move downwards (from an
outer side towards an inner side of a curve of the wire)
the moveable blade 1063 by the driving lever 1016, to
enable one surface 1063a of the moveable blade 1063
to slide downwards along a surface of the wire exit open-
ing 1062c-side of the wire penetration hole 1062a of the
fixed blade 1062, and to enable a lower end edge of the
one surface (cutting surface) 1063a of the moveable
blade 1063 to cut the wire 1005 having passed through
the wire penetration hole 1062a.
[0119] The guide frame 1013 is provided with a support
pin (support member) 1065 configured to support the wire
1005 fed out from the wire penetration hole 1062a of the
fixed blade 1062 at a downstream (opposite) position of
the one surface (cutting surface) 1063a of the moveable

blade 1063 with respect to the feeding direction of the
wire 1005. The fixed blade 1062 is configured to support
one side of the wire cutting portion 1005b upon the wire
cutting of the moveable blade 1063. The support pin 1065
is configured to support the other side of the wire cutting
portion 1005b upon the wire cutting of the moveable
blade 1063. That is, upon the wire cutting of the moveable
blade 1063, both sides of the wire cutting portion 1005b
are supported by the moveable blade 1063 and the sup-
port pin 1065.
[0120] The moveable blade 1063 is configured to push
the cut portion (hereinafter, referred to as ’termination
portion’) 1005b of the cut and separated wire 1005 in a
cutting direction (downward direction) by a lower end por-
tion 1063c. The support pin 1065 also has a function as
a contact part configured to contact and bend the one
side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of the
wire 1005 pushed by the moveable blade 1063. The one
side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of the
wire 1005 pushed by the lower end portion 1063c of the
moveable blade 1063 is bent by the support pin 1065.
Therefore, the reinforcing bar binding machine 1001 is
configured to sandwich and hold the one side 1005c of
the termination portion 1005b-side of the cut wire 1005
by the lower end portion 1063c of the moveable blade
1063 and the support pin 1065. The one side 1005c of
the termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 indi-
cates a position to which the support pin 1065 is contact-
ed.
[0121] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1001 having the above configuration, after the wire
1005 is curled at the guide part 1006 and is then wound
around the reinforcing bars 1007, the wire cutting mech-
anism 1061 operates to move the moveable blade 1063
downwards to cut the wire. Upon the wire cutting of the
moveable blade 1063, since both sides of the wire cutting
portion 1005b are supported by the fixed blade 1062 and
the support pin 1065, the free end-side of the wire 1005
is not bent in the cutting direction of the moveable blade
1063 upon the cutting and the cutting operation can be
securely and smoothly performed. As shown in Fig. 16B,
after the cutting, the lower end portion 1063c of the move-
able blade 1063 pushes the termination portion 1005b
of the cut wire 1005 in the cutting direction (downward
direction), so that the one side 1005c of the termination
portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is bent by the support
pin 1065.
[0122] The moveable blade 1063 is stopped at the cut-
ting position after the cutting. The one side 1005c of the
termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is sand-
wiched by the lower end portion 1063c of the moveable
blade 1063 and the support pin 1065. Thereby, the one
side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of the
wire 1005 is held by the lower end portion 1063c of the
moveable blade 1063 and the support pin 1065. The start
end portion 1005a of the wire 1005 cannot be freely
moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part includ-
ing the termination portion 1005b of the wire 1005 held
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at the guide part 1006. Even when the wire is twisted by
the wire twisting device at the state where both ends
1005a, 1005b are held in this way, both end portions
1005a, 1005b of the wire 1005 can be enabled to stay
on the back sides of the reinforcing bars. It is possible to
bend the wire 1005 and to hold the termination portion
1005b of the wire by using the operation of cutting the
wire 1005 by the moveable blade 1063 and the support
pin 1065.
[0123] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 1063 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 1005c
of the termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is
released, so that it is possible to smoothly and simply
pull out both ends 1005a, 1005b of the cut and twisted
wire 1005 from the binding machine main body 1002 with-
out any deformation.
[0124] In the thirteenth illustrative embodiment, the
vertical sliding-type wire cutting mechanism 1061 has
been described. However, as shown in Fig. 17A, it is
possible to accomplish the same operational effects by
a swinging-type wire cutting mechanism 1071, too. When
a feeding length of the wire 1005 reaches a predeter-
mined amount, the wire cutting mechanism 1071 cuts
the wire 1005. That is, the wire cutting mechanism 1071
is a slide cutter having a fixed blade 1072 fixed to the
guide frame 1013, a moveable blade 1073 configured to
slide to the fixed blade 1072 and to cut the wire 1005,
and a swinging lever 1076 configured to move the move-
able blade 1073.
[0125] The fixed blade 1072 is integrally formed with
the tip portion of the guide component 1008 and is formed
with a wire penetration hole 1072a penetrated in the feed-
ing direction of the wire 1005. One end of the wire pen-
etration hole 1072a continues to a tip portion opening of
the guide component 1008, and the other end opens to-
wards the curl guide 1012. The other end-side opening
of the wire penetration hole 1072a is a wire exit opening
1072c.
[0126] As shown in Fig. 17B, the wire cutting mecha-
nism 1071 is configured to move downwards (from an
outer side towards an inner side of a curve of the wire)
the moveable blade 1073 by the swinging lever 1076, to
enable one surface 1073a (cutting surface) of the move-
able blade 1073 to slide downwards along a surface of
the wire exit opening 1072c-side of the wire penetration
hole 1072a of the fixed blade 1072, and to enable a lower
end edge of the one surface 1073a (cutting surface) of
the moveable blade 1073 to cut the wire 1005 having
passed through the wire penetration hole 1072a.
[0127] The guide frame 1013 is provided with a support
pin (support member) 1075 configured to support the wire
1005 fed out from the wire penetration hole 1072a of the
fixed blade 1072 at a downstream (opposite) position of
the one surface (cutting surface) 1073a of the moveable
blade 1073 with respect to the feeding direction of the
wire 1005. The fixed blade 1072 is configured to support
one side of the wire cutting portion 1005b upon the wire

cutting of the moveable blade 1073. The support pin (sup-
port member) 1075 is configured to support the other
side of the wire cutting portion 1005b upon the wire cut-
ting of the moveable blade 1073. That is, upon the wire
cutting of the moveable blade 1073, both sides of the
wire cutting portion 1005b are supported by the fixed
blade 1072 and the support pin 1075.
[0128] The moveable blade 1063 is configured to push
the cut end portion (hereinafter, referred to as ’termina-
tion portion’) 1005b of the cut and separated wire 1005
in a cutting direction (downward direction) by a lower end
portion 1073c. The support pin 1075 also has a function
as a contact part configured to contact and bend the one
side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of the
wire 1005 pushed by the moveable blade 1073. The one
side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of the
wire 1005 pushed by the lower end portion 1073c of the
moveable blade 1073 is bent by the support pin 1075.
Therefore, the reinforcing bar binding machine 1001 is
configured to sandwich and hold the one side 1005c of
the termination portion 1005b-side of the cut wire 1005
by the lower end portion 1073c of the moveable blade
1073 and the support pin 1075. The one side 1005c of
the termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 indi-
cates a position to which the support pin 1075 is contact-
ed.
[0129] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1001 having the above configuration, after the wire
1005 is curled at the guide part 1006 and is then wound
around the reinforcing bars 1007, the wire cutting mech-
anism 1071 operates to move the moveable blade 1073
downwards to cut the wire. Upon the wire cutting of the
moveable blade 1073, since both sides of the wire cutting
portion 1005b are supported by the fixed blade 1072 and
the support pin 1075, the free end-side of the wire 1005
is not bent in the cutting direction of the moveable blade
1063 upon the cutting and the cutting operation can be
securely and smoothly performed. After the cutting, the
lower end portion 1073c of the moveable blade 1073
pushes the termination portion 1005b of the cut wire 1005
in the cutting direction (downward direction), so that the
one side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of
the wire 1005 is bent by the support pin 1075.
[0130] The moveable blade 1073 is stopped at the cut-
ting position after the cutting. The one side 1005c of the
termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is sand-
wiched by the lower end portion 1073c of the moveable
blade 1073 and the support pin 1075. Thereby, the one
side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of the
wire 1005 is held by the lower end portion 1073c of the
moveable blade 1073 and the support pin 1075. The start
end portion 1005a of the wire 1005 cannot be freely
moved because it is hooked and pressed at a part includ-
ing the termination portion 1005b of the wire 1005 held
at the guide part 1006. Even when the wire is twisted by
the wire twisting device at the state where both ends
1005a, 1005b are held in this way, both end portions
1005a, 1005b of the wire 1005 can be enabled to stay
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on the back sides of the reinforcing bars. It is possible to
bend the wire 1005 and to hold the termination portion
1005b of the wire by using the operation of cutting the
wire 1005 by the moveable blade 1073 and the support
pin 1075.
[0131] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 1073 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 1005c
of the termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is
released, so that it is possible to smoothly and simply
pull out both ends 1005a, 1005b of the cut and twisted
wire 1005 from the binding machine main body 1002 with-
out any deformation.
[0132] In the thirteenth and fourteenth illustrative em-
bodiments, the vertical sliding-type wire cutting mecha-
nisms 1061, 1071 have been described. However, as
shown in Fig. 18A, as a fifteenth illustrative embodiment,
it is possible to accomplish the same operational effects
by a rotation-type wire cutting mechanism 1101, too.
When a feeding length of the wire 1005 reaches a pre-
determined amount, a wire cutting mechanism 1101 cuts
the wire 1005. That is, the wire cutting mechanism 1101
is a rotary cutter having a circular shaft-shaped fixed
blade 1102 fixed to the guide frame 1013, a moveable
blade 1103 provided to be rotatable around the fixed
blade 1102, and the driving lever 1016 configured to ro-
tate the moveable blade 1103.
[0133] The circular shaft-shaped fixed blade 1102 is
formed with a wire penetration hole 1102a penetrated in
the feeding direction of the wire 1005. One end of the
wire penetration hole 1102a opens towards the tip portion
1008b of the guide component 1008, and the other end
opens towards the curl guide 1012. The one end-side
opening of the wire penetration hole 1102a is a wire entry
opening 1102b, and the other end-side opening of the
wire penetration hole 1102a is a wire exit opening 1102c.
Also, the moveable blade 1103 is formed with a wire in-
sertion penetration hole 1103a penetrated in the feeding
direction of the wire 1005. One end of the wire insertion
penetration hole 1103a opens towards the wire exit open-
ing 1102c of the wire penetration hole 1102a of the fixed
blade 1102, and the other end opens towards the curl
guide 1012. The one end-side opening of the wire inser-
tion penetration hole 1103a of the moveable blade 1103
is a wire entry opening 1103b, and the other end-side
opening of the wire insertion penetration hole 1103a is a
wire discharge opening 1103c.
[0134] As shown in Fig. 18B, the wire cutting mecha-
nism 1101 is configured to rotate the moveable blade
1103 in the counterclockwise direction by the driving le-
ver 1016, to enable a surface 1103e (cutting surface) of
the wire entry opening 1103b-side of the moveable blade
1103 to slide upwards along a surface of the wire exit
opening 1102c-side of the fixed blade 1102, and to en-
able a lower end edge of the wire entry opening 1103b
of the moveable blade 1103 to cut the wire 1005 having
passed through the wire penetration hole 1102a.
[0135] The guide frame 1013 is provided with a support

pin (support member) 1105 configured to support the wire
1005 fed out from the wire penetration hole 1102a of the
fixed blade 1102 at a downstream (opposite) position of
the cutting surface 1103e of the moveable blade 1103
with respect to the feeding direction of the wire 1005. The
fixed blade 1102 is configured to support one side of the
wire cutting portion 1005b upon the wire cutting of the
moveable blade 1103. The support pin (support member)
1105 is configured to support the other side of the wire
cutting portion 1005b upon the wire cutting of the move-
able blade 1103. That is, upon the wire cutting of the
moveable blade 1103, both sides of the wire cutting por-
tion 1005b are supported by the moveable blade 1103
and the support pin 1105.
[0136] The moveable blade 1103 is configured to cut
the wire 1005, and to push one side 1005c of the cut end
portion (hereinafter, referred to as ’termination portion’)
1005b of the cut and separated wire 1005 in a cutting
direction (upward direction) by a lower end edge 1103d
of the wire discharge opening 1103c of the wire insertion
penetration hole 1103a. The support pin 1105 also has
a function as a contact part configured to contact and
bend the one side 1005d of the termination portion
1005b-side of the wire 1005 pushed by the moveable
blade 1103. The one side 1005d of the termination portion
1005b-side of the wire 1005 pushed by the lower end
edge 1103d of the moveable blade 1103 is bent by the
support pin 1105. Therefore, the reinforcing bar binding
machine 1001 is configured to sandwich and hold the
one side 1005d of the termination portion 1005b-side of
the cut wire 1005 by the lower end edge 1103d of the
wire insertion penetration hole 1103a of the moveable
blade 1103 and the support pin 1105. The one side 1005d
of the termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005
indicates a position to which the support pin 1105 is con-
tacted.
[0137] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1001 having the above configuration, after the wire
1005 is curled at the guide part 1006 and is then wound
around the reinforcing bars 1007, the wire cutting mech-
anism 1101 operates to rotate the moveable blade 1103
upwards, so that the wire is cut by the lower end edge of
the wire entry opening 1103b of the moveable blade
1103. Upon the wire cutting of the moveable blade 1103,
since both sides of the wire cutting portion 1005b are
supported by the fixed blade 1102 and the support pin
1105, the free end-side of the wire 1005 is not bent in
the cutting direction of the moveable blade 1103 upon
the cutting and the cutting operation can be securely and
smoothly performed. As shown in Fig. 18B, after the cut-
ting, the lower end edge 1103d of the wire discharge
opening 1103c of the moveable blade 1103 pushes up
the one side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side
of the cut wire 1005 in the cutting direction (upward di-
rection), so that the one side 1005d of the termination
portion 1005b of the wire 1005 is sandwiched by the lower
end edge 1103d of the wire discharge opening 1103c
and the support pin 1105. The moveable blade 1103 is
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stopped at the cutting position after the cutting. Thereby,
the one side 1005d of the termination portion 1005b-side
of the wire 1005 is held by the moveable blade 1103 and
the support pin 1105.
[0138] The start end portion 1005a of the wire 1005
cannot be freely moved because it is hooked and pressed
at a part including the termination portion 1005b of the
wire 1005 held at the guide part 1006. Even when the
wire is twisted by the wire twisting device at the state
where both ends 1005a, 1005b are held in this way, both
end portions 1005a, 1005b of the wire 1005 can be en-
abled to stay on the back sides of the reinforcing bars.
Since the termination portion 1005b of the wire 1005 is
fitted with the moveable blade 1103 and the support pin
1105 by using the operation of the moveable blade 1103
upon the cutting of the wire 1005, it can be securely held.
[0139] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 1103 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the one side 1005d
of the termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is
released, so that it is possible to smoothly and simply
pull out both ends 1005a, 1005b of the cut and twisted
wire 1005 from the binding machine main body 1002 with-
out any deformation.
[0140] The guide part 1006 of the reinforcing bar bind-
ing machine 1001 is provided with the curling mechanism
configured to curl and feed out the wire 1005. The wire
1005 guided and led out by the guide component 1008
is curled by the curling mechanism, is fed out by a pre-
determined length, is wound around the reinforcing bars
1007 and is then cut by the wire cutting mechanism.
[0141] In the fifteenth illustrative embodiment, the fixed
blade and the moveable blade of the wire cutting mech-
anism of the rotary cutter may be reversed. That is, as
shown in Fig. 19A, it is possible to accomplish the same
operational effects with a configuration where a circular
shaft-shaped fixed blade is fixed to the guide frame 1013,
a moveable blade is provided to be rotatable and accom-
modated inside the fixed blade and the driving lever 1016
is configured to rotate the moveable blade. In the below,
this configuration is described as a sixteenth illustrative
embodiment.
[0142] As shown in Fig. 19, when a feeding length of
the wire 1005 reaches a predetermined amount, a wire
cutting mechanism 1091 cuts the wire 1005. That is, the
wire cutting mechanism 1091 is a rotary cutter having a
circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 1092 provided to
be rotatable, a fixed blade 1093 fixed to the guide frame
1013 and configured to rotatably accommodate the cir-
cular shaft-shaped moveable blade 1092 and the driving
lever 16 configured to rotate the moveable blade 1092.
[0143] The circular shaft-shaped moveable blade 1092
is formed with a wire penetration hole 1092a penetrated
in the feeding direction of the wire 1005. One end of the
wire penetration hole 1092a opens towards the tip portion
1008b of the guide component 1008, and the other end
opens towards the curl guide 1012. The one end-side
opening of the wire penetration hole 1092a is a wire entry

opening 1092b, and the other end-side opening of the
wire penetration hole 1092a is a wire exit opening 1092c.
Also, the fixed blade 1093 is formed with a wire insertion
penetration hole 1093a penetrated in the feeding direc-
tion of the wire 1005. One end of the wire insertion pen-
etration hole 1093a opens towards the guide component
1008, and the other end of the wire insertion penetration
hole 1093a opens towards the wire entry opening 1092b
of the wire penetration hole 1092a of the moveable blade
1092. The one end-side opening of the wire insertion
penetration hole 1093a is a wire entry opening 1093b,
and the other end-side opening of the wire insertion pen-
etration hole 1093a is a wire discharge opening 1093c.
[0144] As shown in Fig. 19B, the wire cutting mecha-
nism 1091 is configured to rotate the moveable blade
1092 in the counterclockwise direction by the driving le-
ver 1016, to enable a surface (cutting surface) 1092f of
the wire entry opening 1092b-side of the moveable blade
1092 to slide downwards along a surface of the wire dis-
charge opening 1093c-side of the fixed blade 1093, and
to enable an upper end edge 1092d of the wire entry
opening 1092b of the moveable blade 1092 to cut the
wire 1005 having passed through the wire penetration
hole 1092a.
[0145] The guide frame 1013 is provided with a support
pin (support member) 1096 configured to support the wire
1005 fed out from the wire penetration hole 1092a of the
moveable blade 1092 at a downstream (opposite) posi-
tion of the cutting surface 1092f of the moveable blade
1092 with respect to the feeding direction of the wire
1005. The fixed blade 1093 is configured to support one
side of the wire cutting portion 1005b upon the wire cut-
ting of the moveable blade 1092. The support pin (support
member) 1096 is configured to support the other side of
the wire cutting portion 1005b upon the wire cutting of
the moveable blade 1092. That is, upon the wire cutting
of the moveable blade 1092, both sides of the wire cutting
portion 1005b are supported by the fixed blade 1093 and
the support pin 1096.
[0146] The moveable blade 1092 is configured to cut
the wire 1005, and to push and bend one side 1005c of
the cut end portion (hereinafter, referred to as ’termina-
tion portion’) 1005b of the cut and separated wire 1005
in a counter-cutting direction (upward direction) by a low-
er end edge 1092e of the wire exit opening 1092c of the
wire penetration hole 1092a and to form a bent part.
Therefore, the reinforcing bar binding machine 1001 is
configured to hold the one side 1005c (bent part) of the
termination portion 1005b-side of the cut wire 1005 by
the lower end edge 1092e of the wire penetration hole
1092a of the moveable blade 1092 and to hold the ter-
mination portion 1005b of the wire 1005 by the upper end
edge 1092d-side of the moveable blade 1092. Also, a
vicinity 1005d of the termination portion of the wire 1005
is held by the support pin 1096. The one side 1005c of
the termination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 indi-
cates a position to which the lower end edge 1092e of
the wire penetration hole 1092a of the moveable blade
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1092 is contacted.
[0147] According to the reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine 1001 having the above configuration, after the wire
1005 is curled at the guide part 1006 and is then wound
around the reinforcing bars 1007, the wire cutting mech-
anism 1091 operates to rotate the moveable blade 1092,
so that the wire is cut by the upper end edge 1092d of
the wire entry opening 1092b of the wire penetration hole
1092a of the moveable blade 1092. Upon the wire cutting
of the moveable blade 1092, since both sides of the wire
cutting portion 1005b are supported by the fixed blade
1093 and the support pin 1096, the free end-side of the
wire 1005 is not bent in the cutting direction of the move-
able blade 1093 upon the cutting and the cutting opera-
tion can be securely and smoothly performed. Simulta-
neously with the cutting, the lower end edge 1092e of
the wire exit opening 1092c of the wire penetration hole
1092a of the moveable blade 1092 pushes up the one
side 1005c of the termination portion 1005b-side of the
cut wire 1005 in the cutting direction (upward direction),
the lower end edge 1092e of the wire penetration hole
1092a of the moveable blade 1092 holds the one side
1005c, and the upper end edge 1092d of the moveable
blade 1092 holds the termination portion 1005b of the
wire 1005. Also, the vicinity 1005d of the termination por-
tion of the wire 1005 is held by the support pin 1096. The
moveable blade 1092 is stopped at the cutting position
after the cutting. Thereby, the one side 1005c of the ter-
mination portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is held at
the lower end edge 1092e of the wire exit opening 1092c
of the moveable blade 1092, the termination portion
1005b of the wire 1005 is held at the upper end edge
1092d of the wire entry opening 1092b of the moveable
blade 1092 and the vicinity 1005d of the termination por-
tion of the wire 1005 is held at the support pin 1096.
[0148] The start end portion 1005a of the wire 1005
cannot be freely moved because it is hooked and pressed
at a part including the termination portion 1005b of the
wire 1005 held at the guide part 1006. Even when the
wire is twisted by the wire twisting device at the state
where both ends 1005a, 1005b are held in this way, both
end portions 1005a, 1005b of the wire 1005 can be en-
abled to stay on the back sides of the reinforcing bars. It
is possible to securely hold the termination portion 1005b
of the wire 1005 with the moveable blade 1092 and the
support pin 1096 by using the operation of the moveable
blade 1092 upon the cutting of the wire 1005.
[0149] After binding the reinforcing bars, the moveable
blade 1092 is returned to the original position before the
cutting. Therefore, the holding state of the termination
portion 1005b-side of the wire 1005 is released, so that
it is possible to smoothly and simply pull out both ends
1005a, 1005b of the cut and twisted wire 1005 from the
binding machine main body 1002 without any deforma-
tion.
[0150] The curling mechanism includes the first guide
member 1023 serving as a first curling guide member
configured to guide an outer surface of the wire 1005

becoming a bent outer side thereof, the second guide
member 1024 serving as a second curling guide member
configured to guide an inner surface of the wire 1005
becoming a bent inner side thereof, the fourth guide
member 1065 (1075, 1096, 1105) serving as a fourth
curling guide member configured to guide a bent side
surface of the wire, and the third guide member 1025
serving as a third curling guide member configured to
guide an outer surface of the wire becoming a bent outer
side thereof, which are sequentially arranged on the wire
feeding path from the wire exit opening 1008b of the end
portion of the guide component 1008 or a vicinity thereof.
The fourth guide member 1065; 1075; 1096 is configured
to guide an inner surface of the wire becoming a bent
inner side, as shown in Figs. 16, 17, and 19. The fourth
guide member 1105 is configured to guide an outer sur-
face of the wire becoming a bent outer side, as shown in
Fig. 18. The reinforcing bar binding machine 1001 is con-
figured to bring the wire 1005 into sequential contact with
the curling mechanism arranged on the wire feeding path,
i.e., the first guide member 1023, the second guide mem-
ber 1024, the fourth guide member 1065 (1075, 1096,
1105) and the third guide member 1025 upon the feeding
of the wire, thereby curling the wire 1005.
[0151] The guide members 1023 to 1025 and 1065
(1075, 1097, 1105) are configured by the cylindrical guide
members of which a sectional shape is circular, respec-
tively. The guide member is preferably made of a high
hardness material such as carbide pins (cemented car-
bide pins or ceramic pins) because it is not worn well.
Also, the first guide member and the second guide mem-
ber may have a shape of a guide part integrally formed
with the guide component 1008, not the pin shape. Also,
the third guide member may have a shape of a guide part
integrally formed with the curl guide 1012, not the pin
shape. Also, the fourth guide member may have a shape
of a guide part of a convex part provided for the guide
frame 1013, not the pin shape.
[0152] Specifically, the first guide member 1023 is pro-
vided at an upper notched part of the tip 1008b of the
guide component 1008. The second guide member 1023
is provided at a lower part-side of the tip 1008b of the
guide component 1008. The third guide member 1025 is
arranged inside the rear end of the curl guide 1012. The
fourth guide member 1065 (1075, 1096, 1105) is ar-
ranged inside the tip portion of the curl guide 1012, as
shown in Figs. 16 to 18.
[0153] In this way, the wire 1005 fed out from the guide
component 1008 is guided with the outer surface of the
wire 1005 configuring a bent outer side thereof being
contacted to the first guide member 1023 and with the
inner surface of the wire 1005 configuring a bent inner
side thereof being contacted to the second guide member
1024, passes through the wire penetration hole 1062a
(1072a, 1092a, 1102a) of the fixed blade 1062 (1072,
1102) or the moveable blade 1092, is guided with the
bent side surface of the wire 1005 fed out along the guide
surface 1021 of the curl guide 1012 being contacted to
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the fourth guide member 1065 (1075, 1096, 1105) and
with the bent outer surface of the wire 1005 being con-
tacted to the third guide member 1025, is curled and is
then fed downwards. The guide member, which is one
member of the curling mechanism configured to curl the
wire 1005, i.e., the fourth guide member 1065 (1075,
1096, 1105) can be enabled to function as the support
pin (support member).
[0154] In the illustrative embodiments, both sides of
the cut end portion 1005b of the wire 1005 are supported
by the fixed blade 1062; 1072; 1093; 1102 and the sup-
port member 1067; 1075; 1096; 1105. That is, both-end
support method has been described. That is, upon the
wire cutting by the wire cutting mechanism 1061; 1071;
1091; 1101, in order to securely transmit the force for
cutting of the wire 1005, which is applied to the wire 1005
in the cutting direction, the guide part 1006 of the rein-
forcing bar binding machine 1001 is provided with the
support member 1065; 1075; 1096; 1105 so that the wire
1005 is not deformed at an opposite position in the wire
cutting direction. In this way, when the guide part 1006
of the reinforcing bar binding machine 1001 is provided
with the support member 1065; 1075; 1096; 1105 con-
figured to support the wire 1005 fed out from the wire
cutting mechanism 1061; 1071; 1091; 1101 at the down-
stream-side position of the cutting part of the wire cutting
mechanism 1061; 1071; 1091; 1101 with respect to the
feeding direction of the wire 1005, the support member
1065; 1075; 1096; 1105 supports the wire 1005 upon the
wire cutting of the wire cutting mechanism 1061; 1071;
1091; 1101. Upon the wire cutting of the wire cutting
mechanism 1061; 1071; 1091; 1101, since the reinforc-
ing bar binding machine 1001 supports the wire 1005
with the support member 1065; 1075; 1096; 1105, the
wire 1005 is not bent in the cutting direction upon the
cutting and the cutting operation can be securely and
smoothly performed.
[0155] Also, the fixed blade 1062; 1072 may be re-
placed with a fixed member having no blade or the fixed
blade 1062; 1072 may be provided with a separate fixed
member, and the wire 1005 may be supported by the
both-end support method of the fixed member and the
support member 1065; 1075. That is, the guide part 1006
of the reinforcing bar binding machine 1001 is provided
with the fixed member 1062; 1072 configured to support
the wire at an upstream position of the cutting part of the
wire cutting mechanism 1061; 1071 with respect to the
feeding direction of the wire 1005. The fixed member
1062; 1072 is configured to support one side of the wire
cutting portion 1005b upon the wire cutting, and the sup-
port member 1065; 1075 is configured to support the oth-
er side of the wire cutting portion 105b. Upon the wire
cutting of the wire cutting mechanism 1061; 1071, the
reinforcing bar binding machine 1001 is configured to
support both sides of the wire cutting portion 1005b with
the fixed member 1062; 1072 and the support member
1065; 1075. Therefore, the wire 1005 is not bent in the
cutting direction upon the cutting and the cutting opera-

tion can be securely and smoothly performed.
[0156] Also, the fixed blade 1062; 1072; 1093; 1102
may be configured as a moveable blade, so that the cut-
ting operation may be performed by a pair of moveable
blades. That is, the wire cutting mechanism 1061; 1071;
1091; 1101 is configured as a cutter having a first move-
able blade 1062; 1072; 1093; 1102 and a second move-
able blade 1063; 1073; 1092; 1103 configured to slide or
swing to the first moveable blade 1062; 1072; 1093; 1102
and to cut the wire 1005. The first moveable blade 1062;
1072; 1093; 1102 or second moveable blade 1063; 1073;
1092; 1103 is configured to support one side of the wire
cutting portion 1005b upon the wire cutting. The support
member 1065; 1075; 1096; 1105 is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion 1005b upon the
wire cutting. In this way, upon the wire cutting of the pair
of moveable blades, the reinforcing bar binding machine
is configured to support both sides of the wire cutting
portion 1005b with one of the first moveable blade 1062;
1072; 1093; 1102 or second moveable blade 1063; 1073;
1092; 1103 and the support member 1065; 1075; 1096;
1105. Therefore, the wire 1005 is not bent in the cutting
direction upon the cutting and the cutting operation can
be securely and smoothly performed.

(A1) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a fixed blade having a wire penetration hole pen-
etrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a move-
able blade configured to slide or swing to the fixed
blade and to cut the wire. The guide part is provided
with a holding device configured to hold a cut end
portion-side of the wire cut and separated in con-
junction with a cutting operation of the moveable
blade, and the holding device is a bending part con-
figured to bend and hold the cut end portion-side of
the cut and separated wire.
(A2) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a moveable blade having a wire penetration hole
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penetrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a
fixed blade configured to rotatably accommodate the
moveable blade. A wire entry opening-side of the
wire penetration hole slides to the fixed blade and
cuts the wire as the moveable blade is rotated. The
guide part is provided with a holding device config-
ured to hold a cut end portion-side of the wire cut
and separated in conjunction with a cutting operation
of the moveable blade, and the holding device is an
end portion edge of a wire exit opening of the wire
penetration hole of the moveable blade configured
to bend and hold the cut end portion-side of the cut
and separated wire.
(A3) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a fixed blade having a wire penetration hole pen-
etrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a move-
able blade configured to slide or swing to the fixed
blade and to cut the wire. The guide part is provided
with a holding device configured to hold a cut end
portion-side of the wire cut and separated in con-
junction with a cutting operation of the moveable
blade, and the holding device is configured by a con-
tact part configured to contact and bend the cut end
portion-side of the cut and separated wire.
(A4) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a fixed blade having a wire penetration hole pen-
etrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a move-
able blade configured to slide or swing to the fixed
blade and to cut the wire. A tip portion of the move-
able blade is formed with a bending part configured
to bend a cut end portion-side of the cut and sepa-
rated wire. The guide part is provided with a holding
device configured to hold the cut end portion-side of
the wire cut and separated in conjunction with a cut-
ting operation of the moveable blade, and the holding
device is a contact part configured to be contacted
and engaged with the cut end portion-side of the wire
bent with the bending part formed at the tip portion

of the moveable blade.
(A5) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a moveable blade having a wire penetration hole
penetrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a
fixed blade configured to rotatably accommodate the
moveable blade. A wire entry opening-side of the
wire penetration hole slides to the fixed blade and
cuts the wire as the moveable blade is rotated. The
guide part is provided with a holding device config-
ured to hold a cut end portion-side of the wire cut
and separated in conjunction with a cutting operation
of the moveable blade, and the holding device is con-
figured by a contact part configured to contact the
cut end portion-side of the cut and separated wire.
(A6) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a fixed blade having a wire penetration hole pen-
etrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a move-
able blade provided to be rotatable around the fixed
blade. The moveable blade is configured to slide to
a wire exit opening-side of the wire penetration hole
of the fixed blade and to cut the wire as the moveable
blade is rotated. The guide part is provided with a
holding device configured to hold a cut end portion-
side of the wire cut and separated in conjunction with
a cutting operation of the moveable blade, and the
holding device is configured by the moveable blade
and a contact part configured to contact the cut end
portion-side of the cut and separated wire.
(A7) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
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ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a fixed blade having a wire penetration hole pen-
etrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a move-
able blade configured to slide or swing to the fixed
blade and to cut the wire. The guide part is provided
with a holding device configured to hold a cut end
portion-side of the wire cut and separated in con-
junction with a cutting operation of the moveable
blade, and the holding device is a pressing part con-
figured to press the cut end portion-side of the cut
and separated wire to a side surface of a wire guide
passage.
(A8) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (A7),
the holding device is configured so that the pressing
part presses and holds the cut end portion-side of
the cut and separated wire to the side surface of the
wire guide passage.
(A9) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a fixed blade having a wire penetration hole pen-
etrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a move-
able blade provided to be rotatable around the fixed
blade. The cutter is configured to cut the wire as the
moveable blade is rotated. The guide part is provided
with a holding device configured to hold a cut end
portion-side of the wire cut and separated in con-
junction with a cutting operation of the moveable
blade, and the holding device is a holding member
coupled by the moveable blade and a link mecha-
nism and configured to press the cut end portion-
side of the wire separated by the moveable blade to
a side surface of a wire guide passage.
(A10) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (A9),
the holding device is configured so that the holding
member presses and holds the cut end portion-side
of the cut and separated wire to the side surface of
the wire guide passage.
(A11) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism is a cutter hav-
ing a moveable blade having a wire penetration hole

penetrated in a feeding direction of the wire and a
fixed blade configured to rotatably accommodate the
moveable blade. The cutter is configured to cut the
wire as the moveable blade is rotated. The guide
part is provided with a holding device configured to
hold a cut end portion-side of the wire cut and sep-
arated in conjunction with a cutting operation of the
moveable blade, and the holding device is a holding
member coupled by the moveable blade and a link
mechanism and configured to press the cut end por-
tion-side of the wire separated by the moveable
blade to a side surface of a wire guide passage.
(A 12) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of
(A11), the holding device is configured so that the
holding member presses and holds the cut end por-
tion-side of the cut and separated wire to the side
surface of the wire guide passage.
(A13) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The wire cutting mechanism includes a
fixed blade and a moveable blade. The guide part is
provided with a holding device configured to hold a
cut end portion-side of the wire cut and separated in
conjunction with a cutting operation of the moveable
blade, and the holding device is a holding member
coupled to a driving part of the binding machine main
body by a link mechanism and configured to press
the cut end portion-side of the wire separated by the
moveable blade to a side surface of a wire guide
passage.
(A14) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (A13),
the holding device is configured so that the holding
member presses and holds the cut end portion-side
of the cut and separated wire to the side surface of
the wire guide passage.
(B1) There is provided a reinforcing bar binding ma-
chine configured to detachably mount a wire reel
thereto, to feed a wire from the mounted wire reel,
to feed the wire to a guide part provided at a tip por-
tion of a binding machine main body, to curl the wire
at the guide part, to feed out the wire around rein-
forcing bars positioned at an inner side of the guide
part so that the wire is wound around the reinforcing
bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting mechanism,
and to twist the wound wire to thus bind the reinforc-
ing bars. The guide part is provided with a support
member configured to support the wire fed out from
the wire cutting mechanism-side at a downstream-
side position of a cutting part of the wire cutting mech-
anism with respect to a feeding direction of the wire,
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and the support member is configured to support the
wire upon wire cutting of the wire cutting mechanism.
(B2) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (B1),
the guide part is provided with a fixed member con-
figured to support the wire at an upstream-side po-
sition of the cutting part of the wire cutting mecha-
nism with respect to the feeding direction of the wire,
the fixed member is configured to support one side
of a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and the
support member is configured to support the other
side of the wire cutting portion upon the wire cutting.
(B3) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (B1),
the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter including a
first moveable blade and a second moveable blade
configured to slide or swing to the first moveable
blade and to cut the wire, the first moveable blade
or second moveable blade is configured to support
one side of a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting,
and the support member is configured to support the
other side of the wire cutting portion upon the wire
cutting.
(B4) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (B1),
the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter including the
fixed blade and the moveable blade configured to
slide or swing to the fixed blade and to cut the wire,
the fixed blade is configured to support one side of
a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and the sup-
port member is configured to support the other side
of the wire cutting portion upon the wire cutting.
(B5) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (B4),
the fixed blade is formed with a wire penetration hole
penetrated in a feeding direction of the wire, the wire
is configured to be fed out from the wire penetration
hole of the fixed blade, and the moveable blade is
configured to operate at a wire exit opening-side of
the wire penetration hole of the fixed blade and to
cut the wire.
(B6) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (B1),
the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter including the
fixed blade and the moveable blade provided to be
rotatable around the fixed blade, the fixed blade is
formed with a wire penetration hole penetrated in a
feeding direction of the wire, the wire is configured
to be fed out from the wire penetration hole of the
fixed blade, the cutter is configured to cut the wire
as the moveable blade is rotated, the fixed blade is
configured to support one side of a wire cutting part
upon the wire cutting, and the support member is
configured to support the other side of the wire cut-
ting portion upon the wire cutting.
(B7) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of (B1),
the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter including the
fixed blade and the rotatable moveable blade ac-
commodated inside the fixed blade, the moveable
blade is formed with a wire penetration hole pene-
trated in a feeding direction of the wire, the wire is
configured to be fed out from the wire penetration
hole of the moveable blade, the cutter is configured

to cut the wire as the moveable blade is rotated, the
fixed blade is configured to support one side of a
wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and the sup-
port member is configured to support the other side
of the wire cutting portion upon the wire cutting.
(B8) In the reinforcing bar binding machine of any
one of (B1) to (B7), the guide part is provided with a
curling mechanism configured to curl the wire, the
curling mechanism is provided with a plurality of
guide members configured to guide an outer surface
which is an outer side of the wire to be bent and an
inner surface which is an inner side of the wire to be
bent, and at least one of the guide members config-
ures the support member.

Claims

1. A reinforcing bar binding machine (1) which is con-
figured to detachably mount a wire reel thereto, to
feed a wire (5) from the mounted wire reel, to feed
the wire (5) to a guide part (6) provided at a tip portion
of a binding machine main body (2), to curl the wire
(5) at the guide part (6), to feed out the wire (5) around
reinforcing bars positioned at an inner side of the
guide part (6) so that the wire (5) is wound around
the reinforcing bars, to cut the wire with a wire cutting
mechanism, and to twist the wound wire to thus bind
the reinforcing bars,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism includes:

a fixed blade (62, 93, 102) which is fixed to the
guide part (6); and
a moveable blade (63, 92, 103) which is config-
ured to slide, swing or rotate to the fixed blade
(62, 93, 102) and to cut the wire,

the guide part (6) is provided with a holding device
(63c, 92e, 103d) which is configured to by the fixed
blade or the moveable blade,
characterized in that the holding device (63c, 92e,
103d) is further configured by a contact part (65, 95,
105),
wherein the contact part (65, 95, 105) is configured
to contact the wire (5) at a downstream position of
the fixed or moveable blade with respect to a feeding
direction of the wire, and
wherein the holding device (63c, 92e, 103d) is con-
figured to hold a cut end portion-side of the wire (5)
cut and separated by the wire cutting mechanism in
conjunction with a cutting operation of the wire cut-
ting mechanism, by the contact part (65, 95, 105)
and the fixed or moveable blade after the wire cutting.

2. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 1,
wherein the contact part (65, 95, 105) is configured
to contact and to bend the cut end portion-side of
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the wire (5).

3. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 1,
wherein the cut end portion-side of the wire (5) is
bent by a bending part formed at a tip portion of the
moveable blade (63, 92, 103).

4. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 1,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism includes:

a moveable blade which has a wire penetration
hole penetrated in a feeding direction of the wire;
and
a fixed blade which is configured to rotatably ac-
commodate the moveable blade,
wherein a wire entry opening-side of the wire
penetration hole slides to the fixed blade by a
rotation of the movable blade and cuts and sep-
arates the wire (5), and

wherein the holding device (63c, 92e, 103d) is con-
figured by an end portion edge of a wire exit opening
of the moveable blade and the contact part (65, 95,
105), and
wherein the contact part (65, 95, 105) is configured
to contact the cut end portion-side of the cut and
separated wire (5).

5. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 1,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism includes:

a fixed blade which has a wire penetration hole
penetrated in a feeding direction of the wire (5);
and
a moveable blade which is provided to be rotat-
able around the fixed blade,
wherein the moveable blade slides to a wire exit
opening-side of the wire penetration hole of the
fixed blade by a rotation of the movable blade
and cuts and separates the wire (5),

wherein the holding device (63c, 92e, 103d) is con-
figured by the moveable blade and the contact part
(65, 95, 105), and
wherein the contact part (65, 95, 105) is configured
to contact the cut end portion-side of the cut and
separated wire (5).

6. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 1,
wherein the contact part (65, 95, 105) is a support
member which is configured to support the wire (5),
wherein the guide part (6) is provided with the sup-
port member configured to support the wire (5) to be
fed from the wire cutting mechanism at a down-

stream-side position of a cutting part of the wire cut-
ting mechanism in a feeding direction of the wire (5),
and
wherein the support member is configured to support
the wire (5) upon wire cutting of the wire cutting
mechanism.

7. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 6,
wherein the guide part (6) is provided with a fixed
member configured to support the wire (5) at an up-
stream-side position of the cutting part of the wire
cutting mechanism in the feeding direction of the wire
(5),
wherein the fixed member is configured to support
one side of a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting,
and
wherein the support member is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion upon the
wire cutting.

8. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 6,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter in-
cluding a first moveable blade and a second move-
able blade configured to slide or swing to the first
moveable blade and to cut the wire (5),
wherein the first moveable blade or the second
moveable blade is configured to support one side of
a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and
wherein the support member is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion upon the
wire cutting.

9. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 6,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter in-
cluding a fixed blade and a moveable blade config-
ured to slide or swing to the fixed blade and to cut
the wire (5),
wherein the fixed blade is configured to support one
side of a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and
wherein the support member is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion upon the
wire cutting.

10. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 6,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism includes a fixed
blade and a moveable blade,
wherein the fixed blade is formed with a wire pene-
tration hole penetrated in the feeding direction of the
wire (5),
wherein the wire (5) is configured to be fed from the
wire penetration hole of the fixed blade,
wherein the moveable blade is configured to operate
at a wire exit opening-side of the wire penetration
hole of the fixed blade and to cut the wire (5),
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wherein the fixed blade is configured to support one
side of a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and
wherein the support member is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion upon the
wire cutting.

11. The reinforcing bar binding machine according (1)
to claim 6,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter in-
cluding a fixed blade and a moveable blade provided
to be rotatable around the fixed blade, the fixed blade
being formed with a wire penetration hole penetrated
in the feeding direction of the wire (5), the wire being
configured to be fed from the wire penetration hole
of the fixed blade, the cutter being configured to cut
the wire (5) by a rotation of the moveable blade,
wherein the fixed blade is configured to support one
side of a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and
wherein the support member is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion upon the
wire cutting.

12. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to claim 6,
wherein the wire cutting mechanism is a cutter in-
cluding a fixed blade and a rotatable moveable blade
accommodated inside the fixed blade, the moveable
blade being formed with a wire penetration hole pen-
etrated in the feeding direction of the wire (5), the
wire being configured to be fed from the wire pene-
tration hole of the moveable blade, the cutter being
configured to cut the wire (5) by a rotation of the
moveable blade,
wherein the fixed blade is configured to support one
side of a wire cutting part upon the wire cutting, and
wherein the support member is configured to support
the other side of the wire cutting portion upon the
wire cutting.

13. The reinforcing bar binding machine (1) according
to any one of claims 6 to 12,
wherein the guide part (6) is provided with a curling
mechanism configured to curl the wire (5),
wherein the curling mechanism is provided with a
plurality of guide members configured to guide an
outer surface which is an outer side of wire (5)to be
bent and an inner surface which is an inner side of
the wire (5) to be bent, and
wherein at least one of the guide members config-
ures the support member.

Patentansprüche

1. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1), die ausgelegt
ist, um eine Drahtspule demontierbar daran zu mon-
tieren, um einen Draht (5) von der montierten
Drahtspule zu führen, um den Draht (5) zu einem

Führungsteil (6), das an einem vorderen Bereich ei-
nes Bindemaschinenhauptkörpers (2) vorgesehen
ist, zuzuführen, um den Draht (5) an dem Führungs-
teil (6) zu winden, um den Draht (5) um Bewehrungs-
stäbe herum herauszuführen, die an einer Innensei-
te des Führungsteils (6) positioniert sind, so dass
der Draht (5) um die Bewehrungsstäbe gewunden
wird, um den Draht mit einem Drahtschneidemecha-
nismus zu schneiden, und um den gewundenen
Draht zu verdrillen, um so die Bewehrungsstäbe zu
miteinander zu verbinden,
wobei der Drahtschneidemechanismus umfasst:

eine feststehende Klinge (62, 93, 102), die an
dem Führungsteil (6) fixiert sind; und
eine bewegbare Klinge (63, 92, 103), die aus-
gelegt ist, um zu der feststehenden Klinge (62,
93, 102) zu verschieben, zu schwenken oder
sich zu drehen, und um den Draht zu schneiden,

das Führungsteil (6) mit einer Haltevorrichtung (63c,
92e, 103d) vorgesehen ist, die durch die feststehen-
de Klinge oder die bewegbaren Klinge konfiguriert
ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Haltevorrich-
tung (63c, 92e, 103) weiter über ein Kontaktteil (65,
95, 105) konfiguriert ist,
wobei das Kontaktteil (65, 95, 105) ausgelegt ist, um
den Draht (5) an einer stromabwärts gelegenen Po-
sition von der feststehenden oder bewegbaren Klin-
ge bezüglich einer Zuführrichtung des Drahtes zu
kontaktieren, und
wobei die Haltevorrichtung (63c, 92e, 103d) ausge-
legt ist, um eine geschnittene Endbereichsseite des
Drahts (5) der in Verbindung mit einem Schneide-
vorgang des Drahtschneidemechanismus geschnit-
ten und abgetrennt wurde, über den Drahtschneid-
mechanismus durch das Kontaktteil (65, 95, 105)
und die feststehende oder bewegbare Klinge nach
dem Drahtschneiden zu halten.

2. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 1,
bei der das Kontaktteil (65, 95, 105) ausgelegt ist,
um die geschnittene Endbereichsseite des Drahts
(5) zu kontaktieren und zu biegen.

3. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 1,
bei der die geschnittene Endbereichsseite des
Drahts (5) über ein Biegeteil, das an einem vorderen
Bereich der bewegbaren Klinge (63, 92, 103) aus-
gebildet ist, gebogen wird.

4. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (19) gemäß An-
spruch 1,
bei der der Drahtschneidemechanismus umfasst:
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eine bewegbare Klinge, die eine Drahtdurch-
dringungsöffnung aufweist, die in einer Zuführ-
richtung des Drahtes durchdrungen ist; und
eine feststehende Klinge, die ausgelegt ist, um
drehbar die bewegbare Klinge aufzunehmen,
wobei eine Drahteingangsöffnungsseite der
Drahtdurchdringungsöffnung sich zu der fest-
stehenden Klinge über eine Drehung der be-
wegbaren Klinge verschiebt und den Draht (5)
schneidet und separiert, und
wobei die Haltevorrichtung (63c, 92e, 103d)
ausgelegt ist über eine Endbereichskante einer
Drahtausgangsöffnung der bewegbaren Klinge
und des Kontaktteils (65, 95, 105), und

wobei das Kontaktteil (65, 95, 105) ausgelegt ist, um
die geschnittene Endbereichsseite des geschnitte-
nen und abgetrennten Drahts (5) zu kontaktieren.

5. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 1,
bei der der Drahtschneidemechanismus umfasst:

eine feststehende Klinge, die eine Drahtdurch-
dringungsöffnung aufweist, die in einer Zuführ-
richtung des Drahtes (5) durchdrungen ist; und
eine bewegbare Klinge, die drehbar um die fest-
stehende Klinge vorgesehen ist,
wobei sich die bewegbare Klinge zu einer Draht-
ausgangsöffnungsseite der Drahtdurchdrin-
gungsöffnung der feststehenden Klinge über ei-
ne Drehung der bewegbaren Klinge verschiebt
und den Draht (5) schneidet und abtrennt,

wobei der Haltevorrichtung (63c, 92e, 103d) über die
bewegbare Klinge und das Kontaktteil (65, 95, 105)
gebildet ist, und
wobei das Kontaktteil (65, 95, 105) konfiguriert ist,
um die geschnittene Endbereichsseite des geschnit-
tenen und abgetrennten Drahts (5) zu kontaktieren.

6. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 1,
bei der das Kontaktteil (65, 95, 105) als ein Lagere-
lement vorgesehen ist, das ausgelegt ist, um den
Draht (5) zu lagern,
wobei das Führungsteil (6) mit dem Lagerelement
vorgesehen ist, das ausgelegt ist, um den Draht (5)
zu lagern, der von dem Drahtschneidemechanismus
an einer stromabwärts gelegenen Seitenposition ei-
nes Schneidteils des Drahtschneidemechanismus
in einer Zuführrichtung des Drahtes (5) zugeführt
werden soll, und
wobei das Lagerelement ausgelegt ist, um den Draht
(5) bis zum Drahtschneiden des Drahtschneideme-
chanismus zu lagern.

7. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-

spruch 6,
bei der das Führungsteil (6) mit einem feststehenden
Element vorgesehen ist, das ausgelegt ist, um den
Draht (5) an einer stromaufwärts gelegenen Seiten-
position des Schneideteils des Drahtschneideme-
chanismus in der Zuführrichtung des Drahtes (5) zu
lagern,
wobei das feststehende Element ausgelegt ist, um
eine Seite eines Drahtschneideteils bis zum Draht-
schneiden zu lagern, und
wobei das Lagerelement ausgelegt ist, um die an-
dere Seite des Drahtschneidebereichs beim Draht-
schneiden zu lagern.

8. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 6,
bei der der Drahtschneidemechanismus ein Schnei-
der ist mit einer ersten bewegbaren Klinge und einer
zweiten bewegbaren Klinge, die ausgelegt ist, sich
zu der ersten bewegbaren Klinge zu verschieben
oder zu schwenken und um den Draht (5) zu schnei-
den,
wobei die erste bewegbare Klinge oder die zweite
bewegbare Klinge ausgelegt ist, um eine Seite eines
Drahtschneideteils beim Drahtschneiden zu lagern,
und
bei der das Lagerelement ausgelegt ist, um die an-
dere Seite des Drahtschneidebereichs beim Draht-
schneiden zu lagern.

9. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 6,
bei der der Drahtschneidemechanismus als ein
Schneider mit einer feststehenden Klinge und einer
bewegbaren Klinge vorgesehen ist ausgelegt ist, um
sich zu der feststehenden Klinge zu verschieben
oder zu schwenken und um den Draht (5) zu schnei-
den,
wobei die feststehende Klinge ausgelegt ist, um eine
Seite eines Drahtschneideteils beim Drahtschnei-
den zu lagern, und
wobei das Lagerelement ausgelegt ist, um die an-
dere Seite des Drahtschneidebereichs beim Draht-
schneiden zu lagern.

10. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 6,
bei der der Drahtschneidemechanismus eine fest-
stehende Klinge und eine bewegbare Klinge um-
fasst,
wobei die feststehende Klinge mit einer Drahtdurch-
dringungsöffnung ausgebildet ist, die in der Zuführ-
richtung des Drahtes (5) durchdrungen ist,
wobei der Draht (5) ausgelegt ist, um von der Draht-
durchdringungsöffnung der feststehenden Klinge
zugeführt zu werden,
wobei die bewegbare Klinge ausgelegt ist, um an
einer Drahtausgangsöffnungsseite der Drahtdurch-
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dringungsöffnung der feststehenden Klinge tätig zu
werden und um den Draht (5) zu schneiden,
wobei die feststehende Klinge ausgelegt ist, um eine
Seite eines Drahtschneideteils beim Drahtschnei-
den zu lagern, und
wobei das Lagerelement ausgelegt ist, um die an-
dere Seite des Drahtschneidebereichs beim Draht-
schneiden zu lagern.

11. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 6,
bei der der Drahtschneidemechanismus als ein
Schneider vorgesehen ist, mit einer feststehenden
Klinge und einer bewegbaren Klinge, die vorgese-
hen ist, um um die feststehende Klinge drehbar zu
sein, wobei die feststehende Klinge mit einer Draht-
durchdringungsöffnung ausgebildet ist, die in der Zu-
führrichtung des Drahts (5) durchdrungen ist, wobei
der Draht ausgelegt ist, um von der Drahtdurchdrin-
gungsöffnung der feststehenden Klinge zugeführt zu
werden, der Schneider ausgelegt ist, um den Draht
(5) über eine Drehung der bewegbaren Klinge zu
schneiden,
wobei die feststehende Klinge ausgelegt ist, um eine
Seite eines Drahtschneideteils beim Drahtschnei-
den zu lagern, und
wobei das Lagerelement ausgelegt ist, um die an-
dere Seite des Drahtschneidebereichs beim Draht-
schneiden zu lagern.

12. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß An-
spruch 6,
bei der der Drahtschneidemechanismus als ein
Schneider vorgesehen ist mit einer feststehenden
Klinge und einer drehbar bewegbaren Klinge, die in-
nerhalb der feststehenden Klinge aufgenommen ist,
wobei die bewegbare Klinge mit einer Drahtdurch-
dringungsöffnung ausgebildet ist, die in der Zuführ-
richtung des Drahtes (5) durchdrungen wird, wobei
der Draht ausgelegt ist, um von der Drahtdurchdrin-
gungsöffnung der bewegbaren Klinge zugeführt zu
werden, wobei der Schneider ausgelegt ist, um den
Draht (5) über eine Drehung der bewegbaren Klinge
zu schneiden,
wobei die feststehende Klinge ausgelegt ist, um eine
Seite eines Drahtschneideteils beim Drahtschnei-
den zu lagern, und
wobei das Lagerelement ausgelegt ist, um die an-
dere Seite des Drahtschneidebereichs beim Draht-
schneiden zu lagern.

13. Bewehrungsstabbindemaschine (1) gemäß einem
der Ansprüche 6 bis 12,
bei der das Führungsteil (6) mit einem Windemecha-
nismus vorgesehen ist, der ausgelegt ist, um den
Draht (5) zu winden,
wobei der Windemechanismus mit mehreren Füh-
rungselementen vorgesehen ist, die ausgelegt sind,

um eine Außenfläche, die eine Außenseite des
Drahts (5) ist, der gebogen werden soll, zu führen,
und an einer Innenfläche, die eine Innenseite des
Drahtes (5) ist, der gebogen werden soll, vorgese-
hen ist, zu führen, und
wobei wenigstens eines der Führungselemente das
Lagerelement bildet.

Revendications

1. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) qui est
configurée pour y monter de manière détachable une
bobine de fil, pour alimenter un fil (5) depuis la bobine
de fil montée, pour alimenter le fil (5) dans une pièce
de guide (6) fournie au niveau d’une partie d’extré-
mité d’un corps principal de machine à relier (2), pour
courber le fil (5) au niveau de la pièce de guide (6),
pour alimenter le fil (5) autour de barres d’armature
positionnées sur un côté intérieur de la pièce de gui-
de (6) de sorte que le fil (5) soit enroulé autour des
barres d’armature, pour découper le fil avec un mé-
canisme de coupe de fil, et pour torsader le fil enroulé
pour ainsi relier les barres d’armature,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil inclut :

une lame fixe (62, 93, 102) qui est fixée à la
pièce de guide (6) ; et
une lame mobile (63, 92, 103) qui est configurée
pour glisser, osciller ou tourner autour de la lame
fixe (62, 93, 102) et pour couper le fil,
la pièce de guide (6) est fournie avec un dispo-
sitif de maintien (63c, 92e, 103d) qui est confi-
guré par la lame fixe ou la lame mobile,
caractérisée en ce que le dispositif de maintien
(63c, 92e, 103d) est en outre configuré par une
pièce de contact (65, 95, 105),
dans laquelle la pièce de contact (65, 95, 105)
est configurée pour entrer en contact avec le fil
(5) dans une position aval de la lame fixe ou
mobile par rapport à la direction d’alimentation
du fil, et
dans laquelle le dispositif de maintien (63c, 92e,
103d) est configuré pour maintenir un côté de
partie d’extrémité de coupe du fil (5) découpée
et séparée par le mécanisme de coupe de fil en
conjonction avec une opération de coupe du mé-
canisme de coupe de fil, par la pièce de contact
(65, 95, 105) et la lame fixe ou mobile après la
découpe du fil.

2. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 1,
dans laquelle la pièce de contact (65, 95, 105) est
configurée pour entrer en contact et pour plier le côté
de partie d’extrémité de coupe du fil (5).

3. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
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revendication 1,
dans laquelle le côté de partie d’extrémité de coupe
du fil (5) est plié par une pièce de pliage formée au
niveau d’une partie d’extrémité de la lame mobile
(63, 92, 103).

4. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 1,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil inclut :

une lame mobile qui a un trou de pénétration de
fil percé dans une direction d’alimentation du fil ;
et
une lame fixe qui est configurée pour loger de
manière rotative la lame mobile,
dans laquelle un côté d’ouverture d’entrée de fil
du trou de pénétration de fil glisse vers la lame
fixe par une rotation de la lame mobile et décou-
pe et sépare le fil (5), et
dans laquelle le dispositif de maintien (63c, 92e,
103d) est configuré par un bord de partie d’ex-
trémité d’une ouverture de sortie de fil de la lame
mobile et la pièce de contact (65, 95, 105), et
dans laquelle la pièce de contact (65, 95, 105)
est configurée pour entrer en contact avec le
côté de partie d’extrémité de coupe du fil décou-
pé et séparé (5) .

5. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 1,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil inclut :

une lame fixe qui a un trou de pénétration de fil
percé dans une direction d’alimentation du fil
(5) ; et
une lame mobile qui est fournie de manière à
pouvoir tourner autour de la lame fixe,
dans laquelle la lame mobile glisse vers un côté
d’ouverture de sortie de fil du trou de pénétration
de fil de la lame fixe par une rotation de la lame
mobile et découpe et sépare le fil (5),
dans laquelle le dispositif de maintien (63c, 92e,
103d) est configuré par la lame mobile et la pièce
de contact (65, 95, 105), et
dans laquelle la pièce de contact (65, 95, 105)
est configurée pour entrer en contact avec le
côté de partie d’extrémité de coupe du fil décou-
pé et séparé (5) .

6. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 1,
dans laquelle la pièce de contact (65, 95, 105) est
un élément de support qui est configuré pour sup-
porter le fil (5),
dans laquelle la pièce de guide (6) est fournie avec
l’élément de support configuré pour supporter le fil
(5) à alimenter depuis le mécanisme de coupe de fil
dans une position du côté aval d’une pièce de coupe

du mécanisme de coupe de fil dans une direction
d’alimentation du fil (5), et
dans laquelle l’élément de support est configuré pour
supporter le fil (5) lors de la découpe du fil par le
mécanisme de coupe de fil.

7. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 6,
dans laquelle la pièce de guide (6) est fournie avec
un élément fixe configuré pour supporter le fil (5)
dans une position du côté amont de la pièce de cou-
pe du mécanisme de coupe de fil dans la direction
d’alimentation du fil (5),
dans laquelle l’élément fixe est configuré pour sup-
porter un côté d’une pièce de coupe de fil lors de la
découpe du fil, et
dans laquelle l’élément de support est configuré pour
supporter l’autre côté de la partie de coupe de fil lors
de la découpe du fil.

8. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 6,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil est un
coupeur incluant une première lame mobile et une
seconde lame mobile configurée pour glisser ou pour
osciller autour de la première lame mobile et pour
découper le fil (5),
dans laquelle la première lame mobile ou la seconde
lame mobile est configurée pour supporter un côté
de la pièce de coupe de fil lors de la découpe du fil, et
dans laquelle l’élément de support est configuré pour
supporter l’autre côté de la partie de coupe de fil lors
de la découpe du fil.

9. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 6,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil est un
coupeur incluant une lame fixe et une lame mobile
configurée pour glisser ou pour osciller autour de la
lame fixe et pour découper le fil (5),
dans laquelle la lame fixe est configurée pour sup-
porter un côté de la pièce de coupe de fil lors de la
découpe du fil, et
dans laquelle l’élément de support est configuré pour
supporter l’autre côté de la partie de coupe de fil lors
de la découpe du fil.

10. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 6,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil inclut
une lame fixe et une lame mobile,
dans laquelle la lame fixe est formée avec un trou
de pénétration de fil percé dans la direction d’alimen-
tation du fil (5),
dans laquelle le fil (5) est configuré pour être alimenté
depuis le trou de pénétration de fil de la lame fixe,
dans laquelle la lame mobile est configurée pour
fonctionner au niveau d’un côté d’ouverture de sortie
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de fil du trou de pénétration de fil de la lame fixe et
pour découper le fil (5),
dans laquelle la lame fixe est configurée pour sup-
porter un côté de la pièce de coupe de fil lors de la
découpe du fil, et
dans laquelle l’élément de support est configuré pour
supporter l’autre côté de la partie de coupe de fil lors
de la découpe du fil.

11. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 6,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil est un
coupeur incluant une lame fixe et une lame mobile
fournie de manière à pouvoir tourner autour de la
lame fixe, la lame fixe étant formée avec un trou de
pénétration de fil percé dans la direction d’alimenta-
tion du fil (5), le fil étant configuré pour être alimenté
depuis le trou de pénétration de fil de la lame fixe,
le coupeur étant configuré pour découper le fil (5)
par une rotation de la lame mobile,
dans laquelle la lame fixe est configurée pour sup-
porter un côté de la pièce de coupe de fil lors de la
découpe du fil, et
dans laquelle l’élément de support est configuré pour
supporter l’autre côté de la partie de coupe de fil lors
de la découpe du fil.

12. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon la
revendication 6,
dans laquelle le mécanisme de coupe de fil est un
coupeur incluant une lame fixe et une lame mobile
rotative logée à l’intérieur de la lame fixe, la lame
mobile étant formée avec un trou de pénétration de
fil percé dans la direction d’alimentation du fil (5), le
fil étant configuré pour être alimenté depuis le trou
de pénétration de fil de la lame mobile, le coupeur
étant configuré pour découper le fil (5) par une rota-
tion de la lame mobile,
dans laquelle la lame fixe est configurée pour sup-
porter un côté de la pièce de coupe de fil lors de la
découpe du fil, et
dans laquelle l’élément de support est configuré pour
supporter l’autre côté de la partie de coupe de fil lors
de la découpe du fil.

13. Machine à relier pour barre d’armature (1) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 6 à 12,
dans laquelle la pièce de guide (6) est fournie avec
un mécanisme de courbure configuré pour courber
le fil (5),
dans laquelle le mécanisme de courbure est fourni
avec une pluralité d’éléments de guide configurés
pour guider une surface extérieure qui est un côté
extérieur du fil (5) à plier et une surface intérieure
qui est un côté intérieur du fil (5) à plier, et
dans laquelle l’un au moins des éléments de guide
configure l’élément de support.
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